




Preface

Korea Exchange (KRX) is the main (and sole) operator of securities markets and
derivatives market in Korea under the newly enacted “Financial Investment Services
andCapitalMarketsAct (FSCMA).”With its responsibility to upholdmarket integrity,
KRX endeavors to provide the most efficient, fair and reliable market-places for all
participants ranging from domestic individuals to international institutions.

KRX is not hesitant to the change and progress toward bettermarket developments and
therefore continues to move forward by introducing advanced market system and
infrastructures. Although such on-going efforts would benefit our customers and the
industry, we also understand that frequent changes in rules & regulations may bring
unintended complexity in our market environment. Therefore, it is also important for
us to provide the most up-to-date information materials to our customers.

This publication specifically focuses on rules and regulations relevant to trading of
listed stocks (equities & KDRs) in KRX Markets. And this English version of the
publication is prepared to support our global customers who now accounts for nearly
33%of total market capitalization.Wewould like to acknowledge that information in
this booklet may not be complete and comprehensive enough to cover all areas of
market participants’ interests. However, we do believe that this material is helpful in
providing general information on trading environment of KRX Stock Markets.

We hope you find this booklet useful.

July, 2011

Korea Exchange
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1. Introduction to KRX Stock Markets

A j~êâÉí lîÉêîáÉï

Korea's Stock Market has experienced exponential growth since the launch of first
ExchangeMarket, DaehanStockExchange, back in 1956. Having startedwith only 12
listed companies, themarket nowoffers nearly 1,800 equity productswith totalmarket
capitalization of 1.1 trillion KRW by the end of year 2010. According to the World
Federation of Exchanges (WFE), Korea's StockMarket1) is ranked at 17th in terms of
market capitalization and 9th in terms of turnover value among member exchanges.

In addition, since the opening up of the market to foreign (non-resident) investors in
1992, foreigners have shown continuous interest in investingKorean stocks. They now
account for nearly33% of market capitalization in the KOSPI Market.

B pí~íìíçêó píêìÅíìêÉ

Having consolidated 4 different market operating organizations back in 2005, Korea
Exchange (hereinafter "KRX") is now the main operator of Korea's Securities
Markets2) and Derivatives Market under the Financial Investment Services and「

Capital Markets Act (hereinafter "the FSCMA"). The FSCMA is governed by」

Financial Services Commission (hereinafter "FSC") and its regulatory enforcement is
administered by Financial Supervisory Services (hereinafter "FSS").

1) Both KOSPI Market & KOSDAQ Market combined.
2) The FSCMA defines 'Securities Markets' as market-places provided by KRX to trade listed securities
including debt-securities, equity-securities, beneficiary certificates, investment contract securities,
derivatives-combined securities, and securities depository receipts. This booklet focuses on Stock
Markets which include equity-securities & depository receipts. Please note that trading mechanism
covered in this booklet may not always be applied to debt-securities, derivatives-combined
securities, and beneficiary certificates.
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kÉïäó Éå~ÅíÉÇ cp`j^

The Financial Services and Capital Markets ACT (FSCMA) was legislated in
August 2007 and went into effect on February 4, 2009. Main purpose of the ACT
is to support so called "Big Bang" in Korea's capital market industry and to
strengthen the industry's competitive edge in the global market.

The FSCMA consolidated 6 different ACTs* and partially adopted 9 existing
ACTs which were relevant to the capital market and financial industry in Korea
(excluding Banking ACT and Insurance Business ACT).

__________________________________________________________________________

* includes Securities Exchange Act, Futures Trading Act, Indirect Investment
Act, Merchant Banks Act, Trust Business Act, Korea Securities & Futures
Exchange Act.

Within this legal framework, KRXoperates 2 SecuritiesMarkets; KOSPImarket as a
main board and KOSDAQmarket as a venue to small and medium sized enterprises.
KRXprovides trading and clearing functions for these 2markets through its proprietary
(in-house developed) system called 'EXTURE.' Korea Securities Computer
Corporation (hereinafter "KOSCOM") is a primary information vendor and offers
securities market IT solutions. Korea Securities Depository (hereinafter "KSD")
functions as central depository of listed shares.

píêìÅíìêÉ çÑ hçêÉ~å `~éáí~ä j~êâÉí
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C qóéÉë çÑ pÉÅìêáíáÉë iáëíÉÇ

AtKRXSecuritiesMarkets, following products are listed and are available for trading.

i. Stocks (which includes corporate equity shares, Korea Depository Receipts
(hereinafter "KDRs"), and shares of Mutual Fund/REITs/Ship Investment Fund);

ii. Exchange Traded Funds (hereinafter "ETFs");

iii. Certificate of Subscription Rights3);

iv. Subscription Warrants4);

v. Equity LinkedWarrants (hereinafter "ELWs") ;

vi. Beneficiary Certificates; and

vii. Debt Securities including Government Bonds and Corporate Bonds.

2. Regulations related to Trading and Order Entrustment

A oÉäÉî~åí oìäÉë C oÉÖìä~íáçåë

In SecuritiesMarkets, where a variety of investment products change hands everyday,
it is necessary to have a standardized system to ensure orderly and fair transactions for
all market participants. Accordingly, in Korea, article 393 of FSCMAstates that the
rules and regulations pertaining to trading in SecuritiesMarkets shall be established by
the Business Regulations of KRX.「 」

The FSCMA (§412) also states that establishment or amendment of KRX Business
Regulations shall be subject to approval of FSC. Currently, as an official market
operator in Korea, KRXhas established「KOSPIMarket Business Regulation and」

KOSDAQ Market Business Regulation for respective markets. And, each「 」
Business Regulations have Enforcement Rules to stipulate specific parameters and
conditions.

The FSCMA also delegates specific enforcement regulations to FSC which has

3) Rights to subscribe for new shares in the event of company's additional capital increase.
4) Warrant for issuance of new shares, which is separated from Bond with Warrants (BWs).
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established Regulation on Financial Investment Business , and Regulation on「 」 「

Securities Issuance and Disclosure for such matters.」

B hou _ìëáåÉëë oÉÖìä~íáçåë

KRX Business Regulations stipulate rules & regulations on 4 major areas; 1) order
entrustment, 2) trade execution, 3) market operation, and 4) clearing& settlement.

i. Order Entrustment rules cover methods and procedures that securities
companies5) (with KRX Membership) have to comply with when conducting
customer brokerage businesses. Suchmethods and procedures include opening of
accounts, receiving orders, requirements on margining (collecting good faith
deposits), brokerage commissions, and etc.

ii. Trade Execution rules cover methods and procedures of trading in the market.
Such matters include trading hours, trading days, execution methods, and etc.

iii. Market Operation rules cover matters related to efficiency and reliability of
daily market operation. Such matters include trading halts, short-selling
regulations, price adjustment on ex-dividend date and etc.

iv. Clearing and Settlement rules cover methods and procedures of post trading
process. Covered areas include, but not limited to, handling of settlement failures,
payment of settlement cash, and delivery of securities.

3. Basic Trading Procedures

A léÉåáåÖ ^ÅÅçìåíë ~åÇ mä~ÅáåÖ lêÇÉêë

In order to trade at KRX Stock Markets, every investor has to first open a trading
account through licensed securities company that has obtained KRXMembership6)

5) Registered companies with the license for Investment Brokerage Business or Investment Trading
Business, authorized by FSC, shall have corporate title of either Securities Companies or Financial
Investment Businesses according to the FSCMA. Before the FSCMA, or under (now repealed)
Securities Exchange ACT, these licensed companies titled themselves as Securities Companies
and most of them still maintain the title as of today.

6) Licensed Securities Companies (or Financial Investment Business Entities) has to receive Membership
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(hereinafter "Members"). Investors can only place (or submit) their trading orders
through the Members which act as agents in the market. Immediately after receiving
customer orders, Members will submit corresponding Quotations7) to KRX market
system through electronic network.

Foreigners (non residents) need to obtain registered Investors Registration「
Certificate (IRC) from FSS before opening a trading account. Foreigners need to」
appoint a Standing Proxy who would conduct these processes on their behalf.
Foreigners also need to designate a local custodian bankwhichwould provide custody,
money transfer, and security settlement services.

cçêÉáÖåÉêë m~êíáÅáé~íáåÖ áå hou j~êâÉíë

B qê~ÇÉ bñÉÅìíáçåë ~åÇ kçíáÑáÅ~íáçåë

KRXTrading Systemmatches Quotations according to the basic price and time priority
principles, and then immediately notifies the results of trade executions to concerned
Members. Members, in turn, notify their customers of the trading results.

from KRX to directly participate in any KRX Markets. The companies with no KRX Membership
have to entrust their customer (or proprietary) orders to KRX Members for transactions in the
market. Membership requirements are stipulated under KRX Membership Regulation .「 」

7) KRX Business Regulations simply define "Orders" as customers' expression of intentions to buy
(bid) or sell (ask) certain securities and "Quotations" as the Members' expression of intentions
to carry out the trade (either proprietary or customer's) under its name.
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C pÉííäÉãÉåí

Customers must make the payment for purchased securities or deliver the securities
sold to relevant Members on T+2. Customer's settlement deadline on T+2 may vary
upon Members.

For the final settlement process,Members8) will make payments for purchased amount
and deliver securities sold to KRXwhich, in turn, makes the payment and delivery to
its counter parties (Recipient Members).

_~ëáÅ qê~ÇáåÖ cäçï ~í hou píçÅâ j~êâÉíë

4. Electronic Trading Systems

A jÉãÄÉê póëíÉãë

Member Systems (systems developed and operated by Members) perform necessary
functions relating to customer businesses which include account administration, order

8) In this case, "Clearing Members." Almost all KRX Members have membership to both Trading
and Clearing.
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routing, management of securities inventory, notification of transactions, and etc.

Members began developing their own in-house systems since November 1996.
However, some Members continue to outsource the system and its operation from
KOSCOMwhich offers such solution (PowerBase System).

B hou póëíÉãë

KRX Trading System (EXTURE) performs full range of functions required for
securities transactions which include receiving quotations, trade executions,
notification of trade results, calculation of daily settlement data, and etc. On 23March
2009, KRX has launched new trading system (EXTURE) which consolidated
previously separated market platforms (for KOSPI market, KOSDAQ market, and
Derivatives market) into one single platform and upgraded the system capacity by
adopting cutting-edge technologies.

Market Information System generates and disseminates various market data
including prices, quotations, and market indices to be used as investment references.
This information is distributed to the public through primary vendor (KOSCOM) and
Members.

There are many other electronic systems to perform everyday market operations;
including KIND (managed by KRX) to provide corporate disclosure information,
Foreign Investor Management System (managed by FSS) to assist regulation on
foreigners' shareholding limitations for certain stocks,Market Surveillance System
(managed by KRX) to monitor any illegal and irregular trading activities, and
Depository and Settlement System (managed by KSD).
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1. Trading Accounts

(1) Background
To receive and process any trading orders entrusted by a customer, theMember has to
first open his/her trading account. (§77 KOSPI / §33 KOSDAQ)*.

*Hereinafter, "§# KOSPI" refers to "article # of KOSPIMarket Business Regulation", and
"§# KOSDAQ" refers to "article # of KOSDAQ Market Business Regulation."

Opening of trading account implies that both theMember and its customer have agreed
upon certain service conditions and that customer's trading orderswill be entrusted and
processed in accordance with the conditions stipulated in the agreement.

Such service conditions arewritten in contractual form to prevent possible disputes that
may arise between the Member and its customers. It also provides investors an
opportunity to be aware of specific conditions before entrusting their trading orders.

(2) Account Opening Procedures

A mêáåÅáéäÉ çÑ pìáí~Äáäáíó (§46 of the FSCMA)

Before opening an account ormaking any investment recommendations for a customer,
securities companies are required to obtain information about the customer's status
related to financial investment activities and decide onwhich investment products are
appropriate for that particular customer.

oÉëíêáÅíáçåë çå fåîÉëíãÉåí oÉÅçããÉåÇ~íáçåë ìåÇÉê íÜÉ cp`j^

Before the FSCMA, investor protection policy was based on principle of "Your
Own Responsibility" under the abolished Securities Exchange Act. However,
because the modern capital markets have become highly complicated due to
financial globalization, asset securitization, and development of financial
engineering, it is difficult for every investors to fully understand the products and
make appropriate investment decisions. Thus, the FSCMA has adopted 'Principal
of Know-Your-Customer' to reinforce Broker's responsibility on investor
protection.
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In specific, Securities Companies need to classify each customer as either
"Professional Investor" or "Ordinary Investor"9) based on the customer's financial
status and level of knowledge on financial investment products.

In case of Ordinary Investors, before opening an account, Securities Companies are
required to conduct a survey or an interview to obtain the customer's information such
as investment purpose, financial status, and investment experiences. After having the
customer to confirm the information by signing thewritten statement (or byhaving any
other method of authentic approval), such Securities Companies have to keep and
maintain the confirmed information in document form, voice recording, or any other
electronic methods.

When providing investment recommendations to Ordinary Investors, Securities
Companies must recommend the products that are appropriate for that particular
customer.

B ^ÖêÉÉãÉåí çå qê~ÇáåÖ ^ÅÅçìåíë (§77 KOSPI / §33 KOSDAQ)

To open a trading account, the Member must enter into an Agreement on Trading「

Account with the customer. Among others, theAgreementmust stipulate following」
matters;

i. This customer account is being set up to trade at SecuritiesMarkets established by
KRX; and

ii. The customer consents to Agreement onCustomer Trading Services prepared「 」
by the Member.

In addition, when opening an account, Members are required to keep and maintain
necessary customer information such as the name, address, and resident identification
number. This information shall be confirmed (with an authentic signature) by the
customer at the time of account opening.

C ^ÖêÉÉãÉåí çå `ìëíçãÉê qê~ÇáåÖ pÉêîáÅÉë (§78 KOSPI / §34 KOSDAQ)

The Agreement on Customer Trading Services is a standardized agreement that「 」
has to be signed by the customer when opening a trading account.

9) Defined under article 46 of the FSCMA
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KRXBusiness Regulations require suchAgreements to state followingmatters among
others;

i. Obligation to comply with relevant laws, enforcement decrees, KRX business
regulations, and etc.;

ii. Priority conditions for customer orderswhich have been placed before opening of
KRX quotation receiving hours10);

iii. Conditions on Member's right to reject customer orders and Member's right to
collect good faith deposits (also known as "margin") and brokerage commission;

iv. Restrictions on Member's arbitrary trading of customer's account; and

v. Necessary actions to be taken in case of settlement failures.

Nonetheless, Members may add any other service conditions provided that such
conditions are not in breach of relevant laws and regulations.

Additionally,Members are required to explain important conditions of theAgreement
to customers at the time of account opening. Also when establishing new service
Agreement or when amending existing provisions, such Member shall notify the
details to KRXwithin 5 days after its effective date.

2. Entrustment of Orders (§109 ER KOSPI / §41 ER KOSDAQ)*
*Hereinafter, "ER" refers to Enforcement Rules of respective Business Regulations.

(1) Method of Receiving Orders
According to KRX Business Regulations, Members have 3 different methods of
receiving and handling customer orders. And regardless of such methods, Members'
are required to route customer orders to KRX system (which will be recognized as
official quotation by KRX) immediately upon receiving of such orders.

A lêÇÉêë áå têáííÉå açÅìãÉåí cçêã

Membersmay receive customer orders through an order slip (written document form)

10) See III-1-(1) for description on 'Trading Hours'
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which the customer shall write-in the details (security name, bid/offer, price, order type,
quantity, etc.) and confirmwith an authentic signature (or seal, hereinafter the same).
This is a face-to-face communication between the broker (Member's staff) and the
customerwhich is usually conducted directly atMember's local branch.Member's staff
who has received such order-slip from the customer shall enter in corresponding
quotation through the Member's dedicated terminal.

B lêÇÉêë íÜêçìÖÜ qÉäÉéÜçåÉI c~ñI ÉíÅK

Members may receive customer orders through telephone, fax, and any other similar
device. In this case the Member (staff who has received such call) must confirm that
the person entrusting the order is the customer himself/herself. Also theMember has
to keep andmaintain the customer's order instructions (byvoice recording, FAXcopies,
etc.) as a proof of order entrustment.

In addition, the staff who has received such order has towrite up a separate order-slip
based on customer's instruction and sign the slip thereon before placing corresponding
quotation through dedicated terminal. Member has to print out the copies of those
order-slips for record keeping purposes. Instead ofwriting-up of an order slip, the staff
may enter in order details through electronic system with an authentic (electronic)
signature thereon. In this case, theMember (or staff)maykeep andmaintain the record
in electronic form and may not print the copies of order-slips.

C lêÇÉêë íÜêçìÖÜ bäÉÅíêçåáÅ kÉíïçêâ

WhenMember is to receive customer orders through electronic network such asHome
Trading System (HTS), Mobile Trading System (MTS), and Internet Websites, the
Member and the customermust first enter into an Agreement onOrder Entrustment「

through Electronic Network .」

These on-line trading programs offered byMembers shall be reasonably designed to
accommodate safe financial transactions. The system shall be capable of, but not
limited to, performing functions such as verification of customer's identity and
monitoring of trading records by the customer himself or herself.
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fåíêçÇìÅíáçå çÑ eçãÉ qê~ÇáåÖ póëíÉã E^éêK Nëí NVVTF

After having introduced the fully automated electronic trading system in 1997,
KRX also adopted members' electronic brokerage method to provide
end-investors with complete on-line trading environment. It enabled investors
and Members to enjoy enhanced efficiency and cost reduction in the market by
conducting entire trading process (placing orders, members' quotation
submission, matching at KRX, notification of trade results, and etc.) in
automated format. To use this mechanism, investors need to simply download
Members' Home Trading System (HTS) on to their home PCs or any other
electronic devices. HTS is widely used by retail investors in Korea.

(2) Rejecting Orders (§84 KOSPI / §40 KOSDAQ)

Members have fiduciary responsibility to maintain fair and orderly trading
environment and also to protect bona fide investors. Thus, Members are required to
reject any customer orders that may undermine such responsibility. Specifically,
Members must, but not limited to, reject;

i. orders that are in breach of (or has the potential to be in breach of) the FSCMA
provisions such as Return of Insider's Short Swing Profits (§172), Restriction on
Use of Material Non-public Information (§174), Restriction on Market Price
Manipulation (§176), and Restriction on Unfair Trading (§178);

ii. orders that are in breach of short-selling regulations (including up-tick rule); and

iii. any other orders that Member deems rejection is necessary to protect public
interest & investors or to maintain fair & orderly market.

In case of a customer who has failed tomeet the settlement balance, theMembermay
reject any neworders and restrict withdrawal of cash or securities fromsuch customer's
account. These conditions shall be stipulated in relevant customer agreements.
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3. Margin Deposits (§87 KOSPI/ §42 KOSDAQ)

Margin11) (also referred to as good faith deposits) is cash or securities that Member's
collect from customers for risk management purposes. Members confirm the
availability of cash or security in customer's account before receiving any new bid or
ask orders.

(1) Member's Margining Policy
In the past, the Exchange determined the minimum rate of margin that Members had
to collect from their customers. However, since the amendment of regulations onApril
1st 1998, Exchange has allowedMembers to determine their ownmargining policies.
This self-regulatory approach has enabledMembers to apply flexible riskmanagement
system.

MostMembers today require retail customers to deposit 30%~40%of securities value
for bid orders and entire securities sold for ask orders. SomeMembers choose to exempt
margin requirements for institutional customers with high credibility.

jÉãÄÉêDë j~êÖáå mçäáÅó _ÉÑçêÉ ~åÇ ^ÑíÉê íÜÉ oÉÖìä~íçêó `Ü~åÖÉ E^éêK NVVUF

Before After

Margin Rate
Collect 40% of purchasing value at
minimum

Member's discretionary

Substitute Securities
Shall be limited to less than 20% of
purchasing value

〃

Exempt Institutions Institutions designated by KRX 〃

Administrative
Issues12)

Collect 100% of purchasing value 〃

11) Margin Trading is pre-deposit practice under the T+2 settlement cycle, thus, it is different from
'Credit line Trading' which refers to additional funding provided by the broker (Member).

12) See III-3-(4) for description on 'Administrative Issue'
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(2) Substitute Securities (§88 KOSPI / §43 KOSDAQ)

Customers may use their own securities inventory (in substitute to cash) to fulfill
broker'smargin requirements. So called Substitute Securities, designated byKRX, can
also be used as guarantee payments for pubic utility charges and collateral for various
credit transactions. (§171 of the FSCMA ‧ §4-25 of Regulations on Financial
Investment Business)

KRXdesignates following type of securities as Substitute Securities; Stocks (including
KDRs), ETFs, Debt Securities, BeneficiaryCertificates (described in article 189 of the
FSCMA), and non-listed Mutual Funds (excluding privately placed funds).

However, following securities shall not be used as Substitute Securities;
Administrative Issues13), issues under Investment-Risk warning14), issues under
LiquidationTrading15), and issues ofwhich trading has been suspendeddue to delisting
process (whether it be requested by the companyor is under delisting reviewbyKRX).

KRX calculates value of Substitute Securities by multiplying the haircut ratio (a.k.a
Appraisal Ratio) to the referential price of concerned securities. Members may apply
different value of Substitute Securitieswithin (less than) the value calculated byKRX.
(§115~119 ER KOSPI / §47 ER KOSDAQ)

m~ê~ãÉíÉêë Ñçê `~äÅìä~íáåÖ íÜÉ s~äìÉ çÑ pìÄëíáíìíÉ pÉÅìêáíáÉë

13) See III-3-(4) for description on 'Administrative Issues'
14) See III-3-(5) for description on 'Investment-Risk warning'
15) See III-3-(4) for description on 'Liquidation Issues'
16) See III-1-(8) for description on ‘Base-Price’
17) According to §238 of FSCMA, Mutual Funds are required to publish their Net Asset Value(NAV)

Securities Referential
Price Haircut Ratio Calculation

Cycle

Equities,

KDRs Base-Price16)

Among constituents of KOSPI200 Index, top 100⋅
securities based on avg. daily turnover value*:
80%

Among constituents of KOSDAQ Premier Index,⋅
top 20% of securities based on avg. daily
turnover value*: 80%

Securities which avg. daily turnover value* falls⋅
below 5 percentile level in listed market: 60%

Any other Equities or DRs which don⋅ ’t fall into
any one of above 3 categories : 70%

Daily

ETF Base-Price ETFs which consists of treasury bond, municipal⋅ Daily
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`~ëÉ W jÉãÄÉêDë j~êÖáå `çääÉÅíáçå

Let's assume that Member A has established its own Margining Policy as
following;

Retail customers are required to deposit 40% of nominal value when placing a⋅
buy order;

And the customer may deposit 20% of nominal value with Substitute Securities.⋅
Retail investor B, who is a client of Member A, is currently holding 10 shares of
ABC Electronics and 400,000KRW cash balance in his account. KRX has published
substitute value of ABC Electronics as 50,000KRW per share (meaning B can use
500,000KRW worth of substitute securities).

Customer B decided to buy shares of XYZ Motors at the value of 1,000,000KRW.
Member B when receiving this order will collect 400,000KRW(1,000,000KRW×40%)
from Customer B's account. In this case, Customer B will deposit 200,000KRW in
cash and another 200,000KRW in substitute securities.

on a daily basis.

*KRXwill calculate avg. daily turnover value (of last 1 year) at the end of every quarter. Thus, haircut
ratio for Equities and DRs will change on a quarterly basis.

Securities Referential
Price Haircut Ratio Calculation

Cycle
bond, special bond, financial bond, or CD: 95%

⋅ETFs which consists of corporate bond or CP : 85%

⋅ETFs which consists of equity linked bonds (i.e.
CBs, BWs) or equity linked securities (ELS): 80%

ETFs which tracks either KOSPI200 index,⋅
KOSPI50 index, or KRX100 index: 80%

Any other ETFs which don⋅ ’t fall into any one of
above 4 categories: 70%

Debt
Securities

Avg. closing
price of

previous 5
trading days

Government & Municipal Bonds: 95%⋅
Corporate Bonds: 85%⋅
Equity Related Bonds: 80%⋅

Weekly

Non-listed

Mutual Funds

Avg. NAV17)of
previous 7

days
Non-Bond Funds: 70%⋅
Bond-oriented Funds: 80%⋅ Monthly

Listed

Mutual Funds

VWAP of
previous 20
trading days
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(3) Special Margin Collection Rule (§89 KOSPI / §42 KOSDAQ)

A _~ÅâÖêçìåÇ

Although regulation on Margining Policy was waived to facilitate flexibility in
Members' risk management, there are several exceptions for market management
purposes. In specific, Members are obliged to collect 100% margin from customers
(meaning no margin-trading) when receiving following orders;

i. Ask (sell) order on securities with less than 50,000 shares outstanding;

ii. Bid (buy) order on securities with Investment-Alert or Investment-Warning18)
(issued by Market Oversight Commission) in effect; and

iii. Any orders froma customer who has failed tomeet the settlement balance by the
settlement deadline (details explained below).

Item iii above is also referred to as 'NoMargin-TradingAction.' Previously, this special
margin collection rule was applied only to those who have breached the short-selling
regulations and those who have failed to deliver sold securities by the settlement
deadline. However, in 2006 and 2007, high expectations on strongmarket performance
led to rapid increase in customers' Balance Failures*. Thus, onMay 1st 2007, KRXhas
expanded this special rule to minimize the potential market instability caused by
over-speculative trading activities.

råÇÉêëí~åÇáåÖ íÜÉ D_~ä~åÅÉ c~áäìêÉëD

In KRX Stock Markets, Members have to complete the settlement with KRX on
T+2 (2 days after the transaction date). This timeline is also effective for
settlement between Members and their customers.
Balance Failure occurs when a customer fails to pay the purchased amount or
deliver the sold securities to the Member on a settlement date. In such cases, the
Member would complete the settlement with KRX on behalf of the customer to
prevent settlement failure. If the customer continues to lack in balance on T+3,
the Member may sell the purchased securities at its own discretion for
indemnification purpose.

18) See III-3-(5) for description on 'Investment Warning System'
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B oìäÉ ^ééäáÅ~íáçå

When a customer fails to pay purchased amount by the settlement date (Balance
Failure), theMember has to 'freeze' the customer's account against anymargin trading
for 30 days following the event. The 'account freeze' heremeans that theMember has
to collect 100%of purchased amount or 100%of sold securities (i.e. nomargin-trading)
when receiving orders from that particular customer. When the 'account freeze' is
triggered by failure to deliver the sold securities, such Member has to freeze the
customer's account for next 90 days.

Tomake the rule clear and to prevent any loopholes, all Members shall apply this 'No
Margin-Trading Action' to the customer even when;

i. the customer sells purchased securities before the settlement date (T+2) and yet
still fails to meet the required payment balance on T+2;

ii. the customer's balance failure occurred through other Member (such customer's
informationwill be registeredandshared throughCredit InformationAgency19); and

iii. the balance failure occurred through transactions carried out in other securities
market (i.e. the rule shall be applied regardless of KOSPI Market or KOSDAQ
Market).

However, exceptions to this Rule shall be applied when;

i. amount of balance failure is less than 100,000KRW and

ii. payment or delivery is delayed by causes such as natural disaster, state of
emergency, network failure, Member's mistakes or when the Member
acknowledges that therewas nomalicious intentions or gross negligence from the
concerned customer.

`~ëÉ W _~ä~åÅÉ c~áäìêÉ ÉîÉå ïÜÉå `ìëíçãÉê pÉääë mìêÅÜ~ëÉÇ pÉÅìêáíáÉë çå qHN

T T+1 T+2 T+3 T+4 T+5
Account
Balance

40 - (-60) 50

Transaction
&

Settlement

Purchase
Securities
(valued at 100)

Sold Securities

(valued at 110)

Balance
Failure

B/F

Relieved

Action ‘No Margin-Trading’ for 30 days

19) Currently, KOFIA (Korea Financial Investment Association) is a registered Credit Agency who
takes the role of handling information on customer's balance failures.
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On T+2, balance failure occurs because the customer has failed to pay remaining☞

amount (60) of purchased transaction.OnT+3, theMember shall freeze the account
against any margin-trading for next 30 days. The customer may only make new
purchasing transactions within the account balance (50) during this period.

4. Members' Brokerage Commission (§100 KOSPI / §49 KOSDAQ)

Membersmay levy brokerage commission for conducting customers' transaction. This
commission shall be collected at the time of customer's settlement. Statutory rule on
commission rate was completely waived on September 1st 1997 to facilitate fair
competition among Members and for deregulation purposes. Since then, Members
have been determining their own commission policies.

However, when intending to establish new policy on brokerage commission or when
revising the existing policy, suchMember is required to disclose (throughKOFIA) the
information before its effective date.Members are also required to informKRXof the
new or revised policy within 5 trading days after its effective date.
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1. Market Operations

(1) Trading Hours (§4 KOSPI / §4 KOSDAQ)

Korean Stock Market's lunch hour break (12:00~13:00) was abolished on May 22nd

2000. Since then, KRXStockMarkets have been running single Regular Session from
09:00 to 15:00. The decision on abolishing lunchhour break in year 2000was to prevent
any frictions in price-discovery due to a mid-day trading stop and also to meet
increasing demand for more trading opportunities.

KRX runs Off-Hours Session (available for stocks, KDRs, ETFs) to offer additional
trading opportunities. The off-hours session is divided into Pre-hours andAfter-hours
with different trading mechanisms20).

Trading Hours for KRX Stock Markets are shown in the table below.

Quotation Receiving Hours* Trading Hours

Regular Session 08:00 ~ 15:00 (7hrs) 09:00 ~ 15:00 (6hrs)

Off-hours

Session

Pre-hours 07:30 ~ 09:00** (1hr 30min) 07:30 ~ 09:00 (1hr 30min)

After-hours 15:00 ~ 18:00 (3hrs) 15:10 ~ 18:00 (2hrs 50min)

* Quotations (refer to as quotes submitted by the Members on behalf of their customers) shall be
submitted to the Exchange only during Quotation Receiving Hours.

** Pre-hours Closing-price Auction session and A-blox session runs from 07:30 to 08:30.

KRXmay change the trading hours from time to timewhen deemed necessary due to
certain market conditions. And, following changes are made on an annual basis;

i. First trading day of the year : regular session shortened to 10:00~15:00 (quotations
are received from 09:00 to 15:00)

ii. National college examday : regular session shifted to 10:00~16:00 (quotations are
received from 09:00 to 16:00)

(2) Trading Holidays (§5 KOSPI/ §5 KOSDAQ)

KRX stock markets are closed for trading and settlement on following holidays.

20) See III-5-(2) for description on 'Off hours Trading'.
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i. Holidays according to the Regulation on Government Holidays which「 」

includes Sundays and national holidays (refer to the table below)

ii. Labor Day (May 1st)

iii. Saturdays

iv. Last business day of the year (December 31st or preceding business day if it is a
holiday)

KRXmay impose temporaryTradingHolidayswhen deemednecessary due to extreme
market conditions.

Last business day of the year is closed to allow themarket industry to conduct necessary
end-of-year business processes such as corporate events (ex-dividends, and ex-rights)
and IT system inspections. Before 2001, markets were closed for more than 3 days at
the end of the year due to cumbersome process such as registration of shareholder's
name for company's book-closure.

qê~ÇáåÖ eçäáÇ~óë çÑ hou pÉÅìêáíáÉë j~êâÉíë Ehlpmf C hlpa^nF

Holiday Effective Date 2011 2012
New Year’s day Jan. 1 Jan. 1 (Sat) Jan. 1 (Sun)

Lunar Calendar
New Year’s holiday

Lunar calendar,
Dec. 30 ~ Jan. 2

Feb. 2~4
(Wed~Fri) Jan. 22~24 (Sun~Tue)

3.1 Independence
Movement day Mar. 1 Mar. 1 (Tue) Mar. 1 (Thu)

Labor day May. 1 May. 1 (Sun) May. 1 (Tue)

Children’s day May. 5 May. 5 (Thu) May. 5 (Sat)

Budha’s Birthday Lunar calendar Apr. 8 May. 10 (Tue) May. 28 (Mon)

Memorial day Jun. 6 Jun. 6 (Mon) Jun. 6 (Wed)

Independence day Aug. 15 Aug. 15 (Mon) Aug. 15 (Wed)

Chusok
(thanksgiving)

Holiday

Lunar calendar,
Aug. 14~16

Sep. 11~13
(Sun~Tue)

Sep. 29 ~ Oct. 1
(Sat~Mon)

National Foundation day Oct. 3 Oct. 3 (Mon) Oct. 3 (Wed)

Christmas holiday Dec. 25 Dec. 25 (Sun) Dec. 25 (Tue)

End of year market
close (non holiday)

Last business day of
the year Dec. 30 (Fri) Dec. 31 (Mon)

* Election day
Depending on

government’s election
schedule

none

National Election day
Apr. 11 (Wed)

President Election day
Dec. 19 (Wed)
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(3) Trading Unit (§33 ER KOSPI / §18 ER KOSDAQ)
Trading unit (also known as 'Trading Lot') is the minimum unit of trading size
acceptable in the exchangemarket. In other words, market participants' quotation size
has to be in multiple number of the trading unit.

Smaller Trading Unit may enhance investors' trading convenience, but, on the other
hand, it may increase the data traffic in the system leading to possible transaction
delays. Large trading unit will become a barrier to those investors willing to trade in
smaller sizes. Thus, it is important for the Exchange to establish optimal trading unit
taking into account of bothmarket participants' trading convenience and efficiency of
Exchange market operation.

Current Trading Units for listed securities on KRX markets are shown in the table
below.

Trading Unit
KOSPI KOSDAQ

Stocks
10 shares (1 share if the base price

is higher than 50,000KRW)
1 share

Korea Depository Receipts
(KDRs)

10 shares 1 shares

Exchange Traded Funds
(ETFs)

1 share 1 share

Equity Linked Warrants (ELWs) 10 warrants -

Subscription Warrants 1 warrant 1 warrant

Certificate of Subscription
Rights

1 certificate 1 certificate

Beneficiary Certificates 10 certificates 1 certificates

During the off-hours session (available for stocks, KDRs, ETFs), trading unit shall be
1 regardless of type of the securities and the prices. KRX may change trading units
when deemed necessary due to certain market conditions such as sudden surge of
quotation traffic in the market.

(4) Tick Size (§32 ER KOSPI / §18 ER KOSDAQ)

Tick Size is the smallest increment by which the price of securities can move in the
market. Basedon similar reasoning as the trading unit, KRXestablishes the optimal tick
size taking into account of both efficiency and convenience of market participants.
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At KRX securities markets, different tick sizes are applied based on the price of
concerned securities (as shown in the table below).

Price of Securities (in KRW)
Tick Size (in KRW)

KOSPI Market KOSDAQ Market

1,000 or higher

5,000 or higher

10,000 or higher

50,000 or higher

100,000 or higher

500,000 or higher

less than 1,000

less than 5,000

less than 10,000

less than 50,000

less than 100,000

less than 500,000

1

5

10

50

100

500

1,000

1

5

10

50

100

100

100

* Tick size for ETF and ELW is 5KRW regardless of the price.

(5) Order (Quotations) Types (§2 KOSPI / §2, §37-2 ER KOSDAQ)

KRXBusiness Regulations define "Order" as an expression of customers' intentions
to buy (bid) or sell (ask) a security and "Quotation" as an expression of Members'
intentions to carry out the trade (either proprietary or customer's) under its name. So,
immediately upon receiving those orders, Members will route corresponding
quotations to KRX system for execution. KRXoffers various order types that market
participants can utilize for different trading strategies. Following type of orders are
available at KRX stock markets.

①LimitOrder, which is themost commonly used order type, is an intention to trade
at the price (or at a better price if available) specified by the investor. Thus, bid limit
orders will be executed only at (or at prices lower than) the price specified by the
investor. On the other hand, ask limit orders will be executed only at (or at prices
higher than) the price specified by the investor.

e.g.) A bid limit order of 10,000KRW is traded at 10,000KRW or lower, and an
ask limit order of 10,000KRW is traded at 10,000KRW or higher.

Limit orders are useful to investors in that orders will not be traded at unfavorable
prices than the specified price. However, there is a possibility of the order not being
traded at all if there is no counter side order thatmeets the specified price conditions.
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②MarketOrder21) is an intention to trade immediately at the best price available in
the market until the full size is filled. Thus, investors will specify name of the
security and quantity but not the price. Market order is advantageous in that it can
be traded immediately (if there are available counter side orders) at the time of
placing the order.

However, it poses the risk of extreme price fluctuations in case when there is lack
of orders on the counter side. Therefore, themarket order can not be used for trading
securitieswhich are not subject to daily price limitations22) or securitieswhich have
lack of liquidity. Such securities are Liquidation Issues23), SubscriptionWarrants,
Certificate of Subscription Rights, ELWs, and Debt Securities.

③Limit-to-Market-on-Close Order24) (hereinafter "LMCOrder") is an order that
participates in the market as a limit order during the regular session, but has the
condition to convert remaining quantity of the order to amarket order at 14:50when
the quotation receiving hours begins for the market closing call auction25).

LMC order type complements the drawbacks of limit order by enhancing the
possibility of the order being traded during the daywhilemaintaining the benefits
of limit orders throughout the regular session. LMC order can not be placed with
the prices at upper bound or lower bound of daily price limitations.

④ Immediately Executable Limit Order26) is a limit order having condition to
designate the limit price at the best available price on the counter side of the
order-book, thus allowing the order to be executed immediately yet limiting the
trade-able price (which is different frommarket order).

For instance, if an investor places immediately executable limit order to sell a
security, the highest bid price at the time (when the order is received byKRX)will
be the investor's limit price. And vice versa for bid orders.

⑤Best Limit Order27) is a limit order having condition to designate the limit price
at the best available price on the same side of the order-book.

21) Introduced on Nov 25th 1996 for KOSPI Market and on Jul 1st 2002 for KOSDAQ Market
22) See III-1-(6) for description on 'Daily Price Limitations'
23) See III-3-(4) for description on 'Liquidation Issues'
24) Introduced on Nov 25th 1996 for KOSPI Market and on Oct 24th 2005 for KOSDAQ Market
25) See III-2-(2)-A for description on 'Call Auction.'
26) Introduced on Jan 26th 2001 for KOSPI Market and on July 26th 2004 for KOSDAQ Market
27) Introduced on Jan 26th 2001 for KOSPI Market and on July 26th 2004 for KOSDAQ Market
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For instance, if an investor places best limit order to sell a security, the lowest ask
price at the time (when the order is received by KRX) will be the investor's limit
price. And vice versa for bid orders.

⑥Target Price Order28) is an order specifying the intention to trade at (or close to)
the target price such as Volume Weighted Average Price (hereinafter "VWAP").
Since there is no 'Target PriceQuotations,' theMember, whomthe order is entrusted
to, will split the target order into fractions and submit numerous Limit Quotations
or Market Quotations throughout the trading session to meet the target price. This
will be conducted on a best effort basis.

q~êÖÉí mêáÅÉ lêÇÉê ~åÇ nìçí~íáçå

⑦A-bloxOrder29) is an anonymous order to trade at VWAPof the day. These orders
will not be displayed and only bematched against the other A-blox orders through
separate pool (similar to dark-pool facility). A-blox was introduced to meet the
demandof institutions seeking tominimize transaction cost of large lot trading, thus,
it has different conditions such asminimumorder size (please refer to III-5-(3) for
detailed explanation).

péÉÅá~ä lêÇÉê `çåÇáíáçåë Efl` C clhF

Investors can input any one of following 2 conditions on Limit Orders, Market
Orders, and Immediately Executable Limit Orders to pursue diverse trading
strategies.
① IOC (Immediate or Cancel): At the time the order is received by KRX
(entered into the order-book), the order shall be executed with matching
orders on the counter side (if there is any) and cancel, immediately, all
remaining quantity of the order.

② FOK (Fill or Kill): At the time the order is received by KRX (entered into the
order-book), the order shall be executed in full quantity with matching
orders on the counter side or cancel the order, immediately, if full quantity
can not be matched.

Above conditions can not be attached to LMC Orders and Best Limit Orders.

28) Introduced on May 30th 2005
29) Introduced on November 29th 2010
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(6) Order Amendment and Cancelation (§17 ER KOSPI / §13 ER KOSDAQ)

Investorsmay cancel or amend an order if there is remaining quantity that has not been
executed. Cancelation or Amendment can be effected partially or entirely.

Amendment is allowed for changing order type or changing the price, thus, there is no
amendment for changing the size (quantity) of an order. Amended orderwill be treated
as a new order with the time priority being renewed to the time amended.

(7) Daily Price Limitations (§20 KOSPI / §14 KOSDAQ)

Daily Price Limitation is a set of upper bound and lower bound to which the price of
listed securities can move in a day. Investors or Members can not place orders or
quotations exceeding the upper or lower price limitations. KRXadopts such daily price
limitation (±15%) system to protect investors from sudden price fluctuations.

For each trading day,KRXcalculates and publishes ±15%price range of each securities
in effect. Calculation is processed in following order;

i. Price limit value : base-price (explained in detail below)multiplied by 15%. In this
case, any amount less than the tick size of the base-pricewill be disregarded. And
if such value is less than the lowest tick size (1KRW), then the lowest tick sizewill
be used as the Price Limit Value.

ii. Upper bound : base-price + price limit value. If calculated upper bound is
inconsistent with the tick size, then the nearest price, which is consistent with the
tick size and lower than the calculated price, will be used as the upper bound.

iii. Lower bound : base-price - price limit value. Lower boundwill not go below1KRW.

Daily price limitations are not applied to ELWs, Certificate of Subscription Rights,
Subscription Warrants, and issues under liquidation trading. KRX has recently
amended the regulation (effective as of May 10th 2010) to allow Leveraged ETFs30)
to have daily price limitations of 15%multiplied by its tracking ratio (i.e. a productwith
the tracking ratio of 2X will be applied with ±30% limitations).

30) Leveraged ETFs refer to funds, according to article 7-26-(4)-1 of Regulations on Financial
Investment Business, that are managed to track price movement of underlying assets multiplied
by the fixed rate (tracking ratio).
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Date KOSPI Market Date KOSDAQ Market

Before

Apr. 1995

Fixed Amount

(based on
price of the
security)

4.6%

on average

Before

Nov. 1996

Fixed Amount

(based on
price of the
security)

5.4%

on average

Apr 1st 1995

Fixed Rate

Basis

6%
Nov 1st 1996

Fixed Rate

Basis

8%
Nov 25th 1996 8%

Mar 2nd 1998 12% May 25th 1998 12%

Dec 7th 1998 15% Mar 28th 2005 15%

(8) Base-Price (§30 ER KOSPI / §17 ER KOSDAQ)

Base-price of each security (stocks, ETFs, and beneficiary certificates) is used as the
basis for determining the security's Daily Price Limitations, Substitute Value31), and
Trading Unit of the day.

In normal cases, the day's Base-Price will be the (regular session) closing price of the
previous day. If the security had no transaction during the previous day regular session,
then 'Quotation Driven Closing Price (further explained below)' will be the day's
Base-Price (thus, hereinafter, closing price refers to the last transaction price or
'Quotation Driven Closing Price' of regular session). If there was no closing price on
previous day, then today's Base-Price will be same as the Base-Price of previous day.

When there is a corporate action such as capital increase (excluding the 3rd party
allocationmethod and the public offeringmethod), stock dividend32) , stock split, stock
consolidation (also known as a reverse stock split), and etc., KRX will calculate
theoretical price of the security and use it as the security's Base-Price. This price
adjustment is necessary to maintain the consistency in value of securities before and
after the corporate action.

31) See II-3-(2) for description on 'Substitute Securities'
32) See III-3-(3) for description on 'Ex-dividends and Ex-rights'
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`~ëÉW _~ëÉJmêáÅÉ ~ÇàìëíãÉåí áå Å~ëÉ çÑ ëíçÅâ ëéäáí

ABC Ltd, which has 1,000 shares listed at KRX KOSPI Market, has recently
decided to split each 1 share into 10 shares (10 for 1 stock split) to increase the
liquidity of its shares. Trading of ABC Ltd. shares will be suspended for
approximately 2~3 weeks for necessary stock split process (confirming
shareholders, issuing new shares, etc.). Share price of ABC Ltd. closed at
10,000KRW before the trading suspension.
On the day when ABC Ltd. is re-listed with newly issued shares (when⇒
trading resumes), KRX will set new Base-Price of the share at 1,000KRW.
With this adjustment, total market value of ABC Ltd. will remain the same as
pre stock split.
Pre stock split market cap. : 10,000⋅ KRW × 1,000 shares = 10,000,000KRW
Post stock split market cap. : 1,000⋅ KRW × 10,000 shares = 10,000,000KRW

In casewhenKRX is unable to calculate the theoretical price such as first trading day
of newly listed securities, Base-Price will be determined in themarket through single
price Call Auction method33).

KRX may also adjust the Base-Price when deemed necessary due to certain market
conditions (such as long days of trading suspension).

(9) Quotation Driven Closing Price (§2 KOSPI / §2 KOSDAQ)

KRX recognizes eligible quotation as the official closing price of the day even when
the security had no transaction during the regular session. So called 'QuotationDriven
Closing Price' shall be the lowest ask price (or the highest bid price) in casewhen there
are ask (or bid) quotations with prices lower (or higher) than the day's Base-Price.

This price recognition not only reflects quotation pressure onto the price of securities
with low liquidity, but it also helps to effectively reflect sudden change in market
conditions. For example, as daily price movement is limited to certain range at KRX
Securitiesmarkets, there is a possibility that one side of the quotationswill dry out and
other side of the quotations will concentrate when high-impact company information
is disclosed. Such caseswill lead to no transaction but it is apparent that price iswilling
to change beyond the daily price limitations. Thus, themarket needs to have newprice
range (extended from previous day) with the quotation driven closing price or

33) See III-2-(2)-A for description on 'Call Auction Method,' and III-4-(1) for description on
'Determination of the first Base-price of newly listed and re-listed Securities.'
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otherwise the same price range will be affected on following trading day.

(Exception)when the price of preferred share is 10 times higher than the price of its
common shares, any bid quotations on such preferred shares shall not be construed as
the quotation driven closing price.

(10) Publication of Quotation Information (§126 ER KOSPI / §52 ER KOSDAQ)
KRX publishes real-time quotation information and transaction information as a
reference to market participants in pursuing their investment strategies. Such
information is displayed to the public through primary information vendor, KOSCOM.

j~êâÉí a~í~ aáëíêáÄìíáçå ~åÇ aáëéä~ó

During continuous auction (regular session), following information is disclosed
amongothers on a real-time basis; last transaction price, cumulated transaction volume
&value, price&size (quantity) of top 10 bid/ask quotations (including the best bid and
ask quotations), and total size of top 10 quotations on each side. For ELWs andETFs,
quotations submitted by Liquidity Providers34) are distinguished from other
quotations.

DuringQuotationReceivingHours for call auction sessions (08:00~09:00 for opening
price and 14:50~15:00 for closing price), following information is disclosed on a
real-time basis; preliminary transaction price & volume, and price & quantity of
preliminary top 3 bid/ask quotations. During quotation receiving hours for opening call
auction, disclosure of market information begins at 08:10.

34) See III-6 for description on 'Liquidity Providers.'
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2. Trade Executions

(1) Principles of Trade Execution (§22 KOSPI / §17 KOSDAQ)

In the exchangemarket, thousands andmillions of quotations competewith each other
for a better price and for a faster trade. Therefore, exchanges need to establish distinct
principles of trade executions (i.e., price priority and time priority) to facilitate fair and
orderly trading environment.

A mêáÅÉ mêáçêáíó

Among bid quotations, a quotation with higher price has execution priority over the
quotationswith lower prices. And among ask quotations, a quotationwith lower price
has execution priority over the ones with higher prices.

Market quotations (orders) always have price priority over Limit quotations (order).
However, due to daily price limitations, ask market quotation & ask limit quotation
placed at the lower price limit have same price priority. Same exception is applied to
bid market quotations and bid limit quotations placed at the upper price limit.

B qáãÉ éêáçêáíó

Among same-side quotations placed at same price and among same-side market
quotations, a quotation received earlier has priority over those received later.

`~ëÉW páãéäÉ qê~ÇÉ bñÉÅìíáçåë ÇìêáåÖ êÉÖìä~ê ëÉëëáçå

* , and refer to sequence of trade executions.① ② ③
☞Bidquotation &askquotation are executed first in accordancewithPricePriorityprinciple. Based① ①
on Time Priority, quotations , which came in first, have execution priority over quotations .② ③

Ask Quotations (Quantity) Price Bid Quotations (Quantity)
20,150 20①

20,100 200②, 300③

20,050

300③, 200② 20,000

20① 19,950
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There is an exception to the Principle of Time Priority during Single Price Call
Auction35) (hereinafter "Call Auction"). This exceptional case is applied;

i. when the opening price (call price) of regular session is determined at upper or
lower price limitations; and,

ii. when trading resumes from circuit breakers36), trading suspensions or trading
halts37) with the initial price (call price) at upper or lower price limitations.

However, this exception is not effective in closing price call auction and off-hours call
auction session.

When simultaneous quotation is in effect, bid quotations at upper price limitations
(including bid market quotations) or ask quotations at lower price limitations
(including ask market quotations) are construed as simultaneous quotations, thus
having no time priority over others (§22 KOSPI / §17 KOSDAQ)38).

Rationale behind this exception is to ensure fair trading opportunities for all market
participants in case of extrememarket conditions. For example, if orders (quotations)
are executed according to the time priority when the call price is determined at upper
or lower price limitations, investorswho have placed orders earlier with large quantity
will consumemajority of orders on other side of the order-book. Thus investors who
have placed the orders later will have lack of opportunity for execution even though
theyhave sameprice conditions (they can not place better price orders due to daily price
limitations).

WhenSimultaneousQuotations is in effect, following principles shall be applied; (§34
ER KOSPI / §19 ER KOSDAQ)

①Customer priority

Customer orders have execution priority over Members proprietary orders.
Purpose of this principle is to prevent potential conflict of interests arising from
Members conducting both brokerage business and dealing (prop) business.

35) See III-2-(2)-A for description on 'Call Auction Method'
36) See III-3-(1) for description on 'Circuit Breakers'
37) See III-3-(2) for description on 'Trading Halts'
38) Introduced on Oct. 3rd2001 for KOSPI Market and on Mar. 7th2005 for KOSDAQ market.
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②Quantity Priority

Among customer orders and among proprietary orders, an order with larger
quantity has priority over an order with smaller quantity.

And, at the execution time, fixed number of shares (see the table below) will be
equally allocated against every order available based on above priority principles.
There will be 6 matching cycle with different sizes. When every order has been
allocated during the first cycle, and when there are counter side orders still
remaining, next allocation cycle will become effective. This pro rata matching
methodwill provide level playing field for all market participants (including retail
investors) during exceptional call auction conditions.

-KOSPI Market : 10 trading unit (100shares) 50 trading unit→① ⅹ ② ⅹ
(500shares) 100 trading unit (1,000shares) 200 trading unit→ →③ ⅹ ④ ⅹ
(2,000shares) 1/2 of remaining quantity remaining quantity→ →⑤ ⑥ 39)

-KOSDAQ Market : 100 trading unit (100shares) 500 trading unit→ⅹ ② ⅹ
(500shares) 1,000 trading unit (1,000shares) 2,000 trading→ →③ ⅹ ④ ⅹ
unit (2,000shares) 1/2 of remaining quantity remaining quantity→ →⑤ ⑥

To provide better opportunities to the retail investors trading in small lots, this
matching quantity was further broken down into 6 cycles40) on Aug. 25th 2003.

`~ëÉW `~ää ^ìÅíáçå bñÉÅìíáçå ïÜÉå páãìäí~åÉçìë nìçí~íáçåë áë áå bÑÑÉÅí

39) In case of securities with base-price higher than 50,000KRW, the matching quantity shall be;
10 shares 50 shares 100 shares 200 shares 1/2 of remaining① → ② → ③ → ④ → ⑤

quantity remaining quantity→ ⑥
40) Previous 3 cycle distribution: 100shares 1/2 of remaining quantity remaining quantity.→ →

(Case) Opening price is to be determined at upper price limit (20,150KRW), and
following table shows the order-book at the time.

Ask Quotations (Quantity) Price
(in KRW) Bid Quotations (Quantity)

4,000; 1,500; 600 (6,100) 20,150 (16,200) 1,000①; 200②; 10,000③; 5,000④;

1,700; 1,500 (3,200) 20,100 500; 700

1,300; 1,000 (2,300) 20,050 400

800 (800) 20,000

700 (700) 19,950

13,100 Total 16,200

* , ... refers to sequence of quotations received by the exchange.① ②
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(2) Method of Trade Executions
Methodof TradeExecution inSecuritiesMarketmayvary according to the competition
landscape and price discovery mechanism among trading orders

Bid Quotations at the upper price limitations can consume every Ask☞
Quotations, thus opening price will be determined at the upper price
limitation and Simultaneous Quotations comes into effect.

(Execution Result at 09:00) Price is determined at upper price limitation
(20,150KRW) and every ask quotation (13,100 shares) will be equally distributed
to 4 bid quotations at such price (matching scenario shown in the table below).
Although regular session will start at 09:00, Simultaneous Quotation matching
method will be effective until concerned bid quotations (in this case, remaining
3,100 shares) are completely consumed either by matching against new ask
quotations or cancellation /amendment of concerned quotations.

Cycle
Quotation③
(10,000 shares)

Quotation④
(5,000 shares)

Quotation①
(1,000 shares)

Quotation②
(200 shares)

① 100 100 100 100

② 500 500 500 100

③ 1,000 1,000 400 -

④ 2,000 2,000 - -

⑤ 3,200 700 - -

⑥ 800 - - -

Total Volume
(13,100 hares) 7,600 4,300 1,000 200

(Case) Let's assume that additional quotations ~ (shown in the table below)⑤ ⑨
have been submitted after the market open.

Ask Quotations (Quantity)
Price

(in KRW)
Bid Quotations (Quantity)

3,000⑤; 1,000⑦; 500⑨ 20,150 2,400③; 700④; 1,000⑥; 500⑧

After the determination of opening price, Simultaneous Quotation is still in☞
effect for those remaining bid quotations and .③ ④

(Execution Result) Simultaneous Quotation will be relieved after the executions
of following quotations; - 2,400 shares, - 600 shares, - 100 shares.⑤ ③ ⑤ ④ ⑦ ④
And following quotations will be matched according the principle of time
priority; - 900 shares, - 100 shares, - 400 shares.⑦ ⑥ ⑨ ⑥ ⑨ ⑧
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i. Competitive Auction: trades are executed based on price competition among
buyers and sellers.

ii. Negotiated Transaction: trades are executed based on negotiated price between
buyers and sellers.

iii. OpenBidAuction: Single selling party receives bid orders frommultiple parties
for an execution.

In general, KRX Securities Markets adopt competitive auction method and this is
further broken down into Single PriceCall Auction andContinuousAuction. KRXalso
adopts, as an alternative trading opportunity, negotiated transaction method for large
lot trading41)

A páåÖäÉ mêáÅÉ `~ää ^ìÅíáçå (§23 KOSPI / §18 KOSDAQ)

(Application)As shown in the table below, Call Auctionmethod is appliedwhen there is
a need to find newequilibriumprice after the discontinued trading in themarket.

Call Auction is applied when; Quotations participating in the Call Auction are;
determining opening price of the⋅
regular-session

received from the start of quotation receiving hours⋅
(08:00) to the opening of the regular-session (09:00)

determining initial price when trade⋅
resumes after the trading halts or
suspensions

received during first 10 minutes of trade resumption⋅
(in case of system malfunction, it may vary depending
on the case)

determining closing price of the⋅
regular-session

received during last 10 minutes of the regular session⋅
(14:50~15:00)

determining periodic prices of issues⋅
under liquidation trading

determining periodic prices of Administrative⋅
Issues in KOSDAQ Market

received from the start of quotation receiving hours⋅
(08:00) to closing of the regular-session (15:00)
(periodic call execution at every 30 minutes)

determining periodic prices during⋅
off-hours call auction session

received from the start of off-hours call auction⋅
session (15:30) to the end of the session (18:00)
(periodic call execution at every 30 minutes)

(Call Executionmethod)KRXwill calculate the "Call Price" so thatmost bid and ask
quotations can be matched at once. Thus, it is also known as equilibrium price. Such
price will meet following 2 conditions;

i. entire quantity of ask quotations at prices lower than the call price and entire

41) See III-5 for description on 'Alternative Trading Methods'.
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quantity of bid quotations at prices higher than the Call Price will be executed.

ii. for quotations placed at the Call Price, entire quantity of at least one side of the
order-book (either ask or bid quotations) will be executed and, quantity greater
than the 'TradingUnit'42) shall be executed on the counter side of the same price.

Based on above 2 conditions, there will be cases (especially on the security with lack
of quotations) when 2 or more Call Prices are calculated. In this case, final Call Price
will be determined according to following 2 conditions;

i. when the last transaction price (i.e. in case of openingCall Auction, Base-Price of
the day) is within the range of potential Call Prices, then the last transaction price
will be the Call Price; or

ii. when the last transaction price is not within the range of potential Call Prices, then
the price closest to the last transaction price will be the Call Price.

`~ëÉW léÉåáåÖ mêáÅÉ bñÉÅìíáçåë Äó `~ää ^ìÅíáçå ãÉíÜçÇ

42) Zero quantity is construed as meeting these execution conditions.

(Case 1)

As shown in the table below, by sequentially matching from the highest bid
quotations with the lowest ask quotations, it is concluded that the largest
quantity can be matched at 15,250KRW (Call Price). Thus all bid quotations with
prices above the Call Price and all ask quotations with prices below the Call
Price will be matched at 15,250KRW Quotations placed at the Call Price will be
executed according to the time priority.

Ask Quotations (Quantity) Price
(in KRW) Bid Quotations (Quantity)

- 15,400 (1,000)●

○ ○ 15,350 (300)●

○ ○ ○ 15,300 (200) (300)● ●

○④ ○③ ◑② ●①

(2,000) (1,000) (500) (100)
15,250

●① ●②

(100) (200)

(150)● 15,200 ○ ○

(500) (500)● ● 15,150 ○

(500)● 15,100 ○ ○ ○

(150)● 15,050 -

* : no execution;○ ◑: partially executed : entire quantity executed●
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(RandomEnd)When potential Call Price (including off-hours call auction session)
deviates substantially during last minutes of quotation receiving hours, call execution
time will be extended to a point randomly decided by the system. This Random End
rule44) was adopted to prevent possible pricemanipulations by deceptive orders during
Call Auction Session.

In specific, RandomEnd is triggeredwhen potential Call Price deviates bymore than
5%(3% in case of off-hours call auction session) fromeither the highest or the lowest

43) See III-2-(1)-C for description on 'Exception to Time Priority (Simultaneous Quotations).'
44) Introduced on Jan. 26th 2004 for KOSPI Market and on Mar. 7th 2005 for KOSDAQ Market

(Case 2)

When there are 2 or more potential Call Prices, final Call Price will be
determined based on the last transaction price. Order-book scenario in the table
below shows that any prices from 15,100KRW to 15,350KRW can be a Call Price to
match 400 shares. And in this case;

i. If the last transaction price was within the range of 15,100KRW to 15,350KRW,
then the Call Price is the last transaction price;

ii. If the last transaction price was higher than 15,350KRW, then the Call Price is
15,350KRW; or

iii. If the last transaction price was lower than 15,100KRW, then the Call Price is
15,100KRW.

Ask Quotations (Quantity) Price
(in KRW) Bid Quotations (Quantity)

15,400 (200)●

15,350 (200)●

15,300

15,250

15,200

15,150

(200)● 15,100

(200)● 15,050

(Case 3)

In case where the call price is determined at daily price limitations,
Simultaneous Quotations will go into effect43).
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of preliminary call prices45) published during last 5minutes of the call auction session.
Once triggered, call execution timewill be delayed for randomperiod up to 5minutes.
Additional quotations (including amendment or cancellation of existing quotations)
shall be received during this randomly extended period and the Call Price will be
determined at the newcall execution time. However, RandomEndwill not be triggered
if the potential call price is within 1% range of the last transaction price (Base-Price,
in case of call auction for opening price).

`~ëÉ W ^ééäáÅ~íáçå çÑ o~åÇçã båÇ

OnMay30th 2011, KRXhas adopted additional RandomEnd triggering condition for
theKOSPIMarket. This newcondition is applied only to closing auction session of the
dayswhenKOSPI 200Futures orKOSPI 200Options product expires in theDerivatives
Market. In specific, RandomEndwill be triggeredwhen final call price deviates bymore
than3%fromthe last transactionprice (last price published at 14:50). This newrule aims
tominimize any negative effects (such as higher volatility) fromprogrammedarbitrage
trading strategies which have tendency to close out large amount of existing positions
in the cash market when corresponding derivatives position expires.

B `çåíáåìçìë ^ìÅíáçåQSF (§24 KOSPI / §19 KOSDAQ)

(Application)ContinuousAuctionmethod is applied to all trading sessionswhere call
auction method is not applied.

(Executionmethod)Basedonprinciples of Price Priority andTimePriority, quotations
are executed instantly if there are match-able quotations on the counter side of the

45) See III-1-(10) for description on 'Publication of Quotation Information.'
46) Also defined as "Multi Price Auction" in the Business Regulations
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order-book. Thus, multi prices will be discovered continuously in the market. This
method allows investors to make timely transactions by reflecting the most up-to-date
market information to their trading.

`~ëÉ W qê~ÇÉ bñÉÅìíáçåë Äó `çåíáåìçìë ^ìÅíáçå ãÉíÜçÇ

As shown in the tables below, bid quotations and ask quotations compete for a
transaction in the market. And as soon as the lowest ask quotation and the
highest bid quotation are matched, those 2 quotations will be executed at the
price of earlier quotation

(Case 1)

Ask Price Bid Results of Trade Executions
10,400

<1> - : 200 shares at 10,300① ③ KRW

<2> - : 200 shares at 10,300① ④ KRW

200② 10,350

10,300 500①

200③ 10,250

10,200

10,150

10,300

200④ 10,250

(Case 2)

Ask Price Bid Results of Trade Executions
10,600 500①

<1> - : 200 shares at 10,600① ③ KRW

<2> - : 200 shares at 10,600① ④ KRW

10,550

10,500

10,450

200③ 10,400

10,350 200②

10,300

200④ 10,250
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3. Market Management

(1) Temporary Market Suspension (Circuit Breakers)

A _~ÅâÖêçìåÇ

In extrememarket conditions, there is always a possibility of investors over-reacting
to the market direction rather than making rational decisions. Thus, KRX adopted47)
Circuit Breaker (hereinafter "CB") system to provide cooling-off period for market
participants in times of sudden market downfalls. This CB system functions as
additional price stabilizing mechanism to the Daily Price Limitation which was
extended to 15% from previous 12% at the time.

B oìäÉ ^ééäáÅ~íáçå (§25 KOSPI §39 ER KOSPI / §26 KOSDAQ 31 ER KOSDAQ)

CB will be triggered when KOSPI index (KOSDAQ index in case of KOSDAQ
Market) falls by more than 10% from the closing value of previous day for at least 1

47) Introduced on Dec. 7th 1998 for KOSPI Market and on Oct. 15th 2001 for KOSDAQ Market

(Case 3)

Ask Price Bid Results of Trade Executions
10,600 100①

<1> - : 100 shares at 10,600① ③ KRW

<2> - : 200 shares at 10,350② ④ KRW

<3> - : 100 shares at 10,400③ ⑤ KRW

10,550

10,500 300⑤

10,450

200③ 10,400

10,350 200②

10,300

200④ 10,250
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minute. CB mechanism is intended to prevent over-reaction on sudden market
downfalls, thus, it is not triggeredwhen the benchmark index rises bymore than 10%.

Triggering of CB is limited to once per day to prevent frequent trading suspensions
which may bring further uncertainties in the market. Also CB is not triggered during
last 40minutes of the regular session (from14:20 to 15:00). This is based on rationale
that, at all times, market must be closed as scheduled to minimize the investors'
unexpected losses from sudden market closure.

WhenCB is triggered, trading of all listed Securities (excluding debt securities) in the
Securities Market and trading of equity related derivatives products in the KRX
DerivativesMarket will be suspended for 20minutes. During this period, new trading
orders can not be submitted to the Exchange but market participants may cancel
existing orders.

Trading will resume when 20 minutes suspension period expires. After the trade
resumption, orderswill be received for 10minutes to determine the initial price through
Call Auction method. After having determined the initial price at 30 minutes from
triggering of CB, trades will be executed under the Continuous Auction method.

`~ëÉë çÑ `áêÅìáí _êÉ~âÉêë áå bÑÑÉÅí

Date (Market) External Factors

Apr. 17th 2000 (KOSPI)
Black Friday in the U.S. markets (Dow and Nasdaq index fell 5.56%

and 9.67%, respectively)

Sep. 18th 2000 (KOSPI)
Sharp downfalls in the U.S. markets; failure in acquisition of local

auto-maker; surge in crude oil prices

Sep. 12th 2001 (KOSPI) 9.11 terrorist attack in the U.S.

Jan. 23rd 2006 (KOSDAQ) Sharp downfalls in the U.S. markets; plunge of local thematic stocks

Aug. 16th 2007 (KOSDAQ) U.S. sub-prime mortgage market Crisis

Oct. 23rd 2008 (KOSDAQ) Global Financial Crisis

Oct. 24th 2008 (KOSDAQ) Economic Recession led by the Global Financial Crisis
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(2) Trading Halts of Individual Issues (§26 KOSPI / §25 KOSDAQ)

A qêáÖÖÉêáåÖ çÑ qê~ÇáåÖ e~äíë

KRXmay trigger trading halt on individual security issueswhen deemed necessary to
protect investors and to facilitate orderly trading in the market;

In specific, Trading Halts on Individual Securities will be triggered when;

① price or trading volume of the concerned security fluctuates drastically or is
expected to fluctuate drastically due to prevailing rumors about the companyon any
one of following matters;

- speculation that Promissory Notes or Credit Checks issued by the company are
dishonored (bankrupted);

- speculation that the company's banking transaction has been suspended or halted;

- speculation that the company's business has been suspended in whole or in part;

- speculation on bankruptcy, liquidation, filing for corporate work-out program
(either by a court order or an agreement among creditors) or de facto inwork-out
program;

- speculation that theAuditor haswrittenAdverseOpinion, DisclaimerOpinion, or
Qualified Opinion on the upcoming annual Audit Report;

- speculation that the company's capital impairment ratiowill bemore than 50%on
the upcoming Audit Report; or

- speculation that Auditor has written Adverse Opinion or Disclaimer Opinion on
semiannual report;

there is a heavy concentration of orders to cause;②

- trade execution delays of at least 10 minutes, and even after 10 minutes have
passed from such recognition, trade execution delays of more than 5 minutes
continues (this condition is not applied to KOSDAQMarket); or

- trade execution delays of more than 20 minutes.
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`~ëÉ W qê~ÇáåÖ e~äí qêáÖÖÉêÉÇ Äó qê~ÇÉ bñÉÅìíáçå aÉä~óë

it is deemed necessary for stable market operation such as when;③

- Market Oversight Commission requests trading halts for those Securities under
Investment-Risk warning48);

- there is important disclosure that may have significant impact on the Security
(such as M&A);

- the Security is designated as 'Unfaithful Disclosure Company'

When Trading Halt has been triggered, relevant Certificate of Subscription Rights,
SubscriptionWarrants, or ELWs having concerned security as an underlying assetmay
also be halted for trading.

B qê~ÇÉ oÉëìãéíáçå

In case of a TradingHalt based onmarket rumors or speculations, tradingwill resume
30 minutes after the announcement of a responsive disclosure by the company49).

If the company's disclosure is released before the opening of regular-session, trading
will resume 30minutes after themarket open. And if the company's disclosure ismade
during last 60 minutes of the regular-session, trading will resume on the next trading
day. In case where rumors continue even after the responsive disclosure or in case
where information in the responsive disclosure comes under the criteria for delisting
or Administrative Issue50), trade resumption may be postponed.

In case of Trading Halt based on heavy concentration of trading orders, trade
resumption time will be determined by the Exchange taking into account of market
conditions and quotation conditions.

48) See III-3-(5) for description on 'Investment Warning System'
49) According to the Disclosure Regulation, when KRX requests for a responsive disclosure on such
influential rumors, the company has to respond within 1 day.

50) See III-3-(4) for description on 'Administrative Issues'
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(3) Ex-dividends and Ex-rights (§132 ER KOSPI / §53 ER KOSDAQ)

A bñJaáîáÇÉåÇë

Ex-dividend is amarket notification that investors purchasingEx-dividend shareswill
not have the rights to receive forthcoming dividend from the concerned company.KRX
makes appropriate price adjustment on the ex-dividend date in case of stock dividend
(but no adjustment in case of cash dividend) to reflect price dilution caused by increase
in number of outstanding shares.

Investors who have purchased the shares will become a shareholder of the company
when shares are delivered to those investors on the settlement date. Thus, due to T+2
settlement cycle, ex-dividend datewill be 1 trading day prior to theConfirmationDate
for shareholders who will have rights to upcoming corporate actions (hereinafter
"Book Closure Date"). So, in Korea, where most companies end their fiscal year on
December 31st (Book Closure Date) and since KRX market is closed on the last
business day of the year, ex-dividend is likely to be effected onDecember 29th (this date
will depend on last business day of the year) which is 1 day prior to last trading &
settlement day of the year.

If the Book Closure Date is in middle of Trading Halts on the company's shares
(excluding the first day of the trading halt), trade resumption day becomes the
ex-dividend date.

`~ëÉW bñJÇáîáÇÉåÇ Ç~íÉ Ñçê `çãé~åáÉë ïáíÜ íÜÉ cáëÅ~ä vÉ~ê ÉåÇáåÖ çå aÉÅÉãÄÉê PNëí

In case of companies issuing StockDividend, Base-Price of the company's shareswill
be adjusted on the ex-dividend date to reflect changes (dilution effect) in value of each
shares.
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`~äÅìä~íáçå ãÉíÜçÇ Ñçê _~ëÉJmêáÅÉ çÑ bñJaáîáÇÉåÇ pÜ~êÉë EëíçÅâ ÇáîáÇÉåÇ çåäóF

(Closing price of cum dividends × Number of outstanding shares before the
dividend) / Number of outstanding shares after the dividend

There is no Base-Price adjustment for cash dividends because the amount of cash
dividends will be determined at the shareholder's meetings which are mostly held in
March of following year. However, in case of planning on stock dividends, such
companies have obligation to disclose the preliminary amount before the end of fiscal
year so that KRX can make necessary price adjustments.

B bñJoáÖÜíë

Ex-right is amarket notification that investors purchasingEx-right shareswill not have
the rights to subscribe for upcoming issuance of new shares from the concerned
company. Ex-rightswill be appliedwhen companies are issuing newshares to existing
shareholders for capital increase purpose.

Similar to ex-dividend date, taking into account of the settlement schedule, ex-right
date is 1 trading day prior to the Book Closure Date. Therefore, in order to have
subscription rights, investors have to purchase the shares at least 2 days prior to the
company's Book Closure Date.

Accordingly, Base-Price for ex-rights issues shall be adjusted to reflect changes in
value of a share caused by increase in capital and number of outstanding shares. Please
note that price will be adjusted only when new shares are issued at discounted price.

`~äÅìä~íáçå çÑ _~ëÉJmêáÅÉ Ñçê bñJoáÖÜíë fëëìÉë

{(Closing price of cum rights × Number of outstanding shares before the capital
increase) + amount of paid-in capital increase51) } / Number of outstanding
shares after the capital increase

(4) Administrative Issues & Liquidation Issues
Any listed company will be designated as an Administrative Issue if concerned

51) Amount of paid-in capital increase shall be "0" when new shares are issued without consideration (with
no payment requirement).
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company falls under the delisting criteria. Those criteria include deterioration of
financial conditions, limited share distribution, lack of liquidity ratio, etc., which the
details are described under KRX Listing Regulations「 52) .」

KRX designates Administrative Issues as an alert to investors and also to provide a
grace period for the company so that it canmake necessary efforts to prevent delisting
from the market.

A qê~ÇáåÖ jÉíÜçÇ Ñçê ^Çãáåáëíê~íáîÉ fëëìÉë (§23 KOSPI / §28 ER KOSDAQ)

In KOSPI market, there is no different trading method for Administrative Issues.
However, inKOSDAQmarket, periodic (every 30minutes) Call Auctionmethodwill
be applied to Administrative Issues during the regular session. This approach in
KOSDAQ Market is to prevent irrational trading activities (speculations) and to
minimize the volatility of stocks under difficult financial conditions.

It is likely that Members will not allow margin-trading or credit-trading on
Administrative issues for risk management purposes.

B qê~ÇáåÖ jÉíÜçÇ Ñçê iáèìáÇ~íáçå fëëìÉë (§20, §38 KOSPI / §23 KOSDAQ)

Whendelisting of a security is determined, it will be givenwith last trading opportunity
in the exchange markets. This liquidation session is limited to 7 trading days.

During the regular session (9:00 ~ 15:00), periodic (every 30minutes, 13 times a day)
Call Auctionmethodwill be applied for trading Liquidation Issues. During off-hours
session (and including regular session block trading), same trading method will be
applied to Liquidation Issues. Regardless of market sessions, Liquidation Issues will
not be applied with daily price limitations53).

(5) Investment Warning System
Market Oversight Commission (hereinafter "MOC") runs Investment Warning
System54) to alert investors of securities having possibility of speculative or illegal

52) §75 of KOSPI Market Listing Regulation and §28 of KOSDAQ Market Listing Regulation
53) For block-trading of Liquidation Issues, price range of regular session block trading will be

applied accordingly. See III-5 for description on 'Alternative Trading Methods'
54) To enhance the effectiveness of this warning system, on Sep. 3rd 2007, Market Oversight Regulation
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trading activities. MOC will make 3 step warnings (Investment-Caution,
Investment-Alert, and Investment-Risk) onStocks, KDRs, andETFs to prevent further
engagement of abusive trading activities and to minimize over-reactive trading
behaviors.

A t~êåáåÖ `êáíÉêá~RRF

① Investment-Caution : designated when a security is experiencing heavily
concentrated trading led by fewMember branches or fewTradingAccounts, or etc.

② Investment-Alert : designated when a security meets following criteria

has adopted previous abnormal price fluctuations warning system prescribed under Business
Regulations.

55) Described in Article 3, 3-3, 3-4 of 'Enforcement Rule on Market Oversight Regulation.'

Criteria In Specific

Short term

Price Surge

(Preliminary Warning) when price increases by more than 75% during last 5 days

(Warning) Security issues under preliminary warning meets following conditions
within next 10 days;

meets above preliminary warning criteria once again;⋅
closing at the highest closing price in last 20 days; and⋅
concerned security⋅ ’s recent 5-day price increase rate is more than 6 times
that of KOSPI index (KOSDAQ index in case of KOSDAQ Market)

Mid-to-Long
Term

Price Surge

(Preliminary Warning) when price increases by more than 150% during last 20
days

(Warning)

Security issues under preliminary warning meets following conditions within①
next 10 days;

meets preliminary warning criteria for short-term price surge once again;⋅
closing at the highest closing price in last 20 days; and⋅
concerned security⋅ ’s recent 5-day price increase rate is more than 6 times

that of KOSPI index (KOSDAQ index in case of KOSDAQ Market)

Security issues under preliminary warning meets following conditions within②
next 10 days;

⋅meets preliminary warning criteria for mid-to-long term price surge once again;

closing at the highest closing price in last 20 days; and⋅
concerned security⋅ ’s recent 20-day price increase rate is more than 4 times

that of KOSPI index (KOSDAQ index in case of KOSDAQ Market)
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③ Investment-Risk : designated when an Investment-Alert issue meets following
criteria

Criteria In Specific

Repetition of
Investment-
Caution
Warnings

(Preliminary Warning) when a security has been designated as
Investment-Caution for more than 5 times during last 20 days while having price
increase of more than 100% during same period.

(Warning) Security issues under preliminary warning meets following conditions
within next 10 days;

meets above preliminary warning criteria once again;⋅
closing at the highest closing price in last 20 days; and⋅
concerned security⋅ ’s recent 20-day price increase rate is more than 3 times
that of KOSPI index (KOSDAQ index in case of KOSDAQ Market)

Others (Warning) when lifted from Investment-Risk warning

Criteria In Specific

Short term

Price Surge

Having 5 days passed since the designation as an Investment-Alert issue,

(Preliminary Warning) when price increases by more than 75% during last 5 days

(Warning) Security issues under preliminary warning meets following conditions
within next 10 days;

Meets above preliminary warning criteria once again;⋅
closing at the highest closing price in last 20 days; and⋅
concerned security⋅ ’s recent 5-day price increase rate is more than 6 times
that of KOSPI index (KOSDAQ index in case of KOSDAQ Market)

Mid-to-Long
Term

Price Surge

Having 20 days passed since the designation as an Investment-Alert issue,

(Preliminary Warning) when price increases by more than 150% during last 20 days

(Warning)

Security issues under preliminary warning meets following conditions within①
next 10 days;

meets preliminary warning criteria for short-term price surge once again;⋅
closing at the highest closing price in last 20 days; and⋅
concerned security’s recent 5-day price increase rate is more than 6 times⋅
that of KOSPI index (KOSDAQ index in case of KOSDAQ Market)

Security issues under preliminary warning meets following conditions within②
next 10 days;

⋅meets preliminary warning criteria for mid-to-long term price surge once again;

closing at the highest closing price in last 20 days; and⋅
concerned security’s recent 20-day price increase rate is more than 4 times⋅
that of KOSPI index (KOSDAQ index in case of KOSDAQ Market)
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B oÉÖìä~íçêó fãé~Åíë ~åÇ iáÑíáåÖ çÑ t~êåáåÖë

Any securities designated as Investment-Alert or Investment-Risk shall not be eligible
for credit transactions56) (meaningMembers can not provide lending facility for those
securities) and Members are required to collect 100% margin when investors are
entrusting trading orders on those securities.

In addition, securities having Investment-Riskwarning can not be used for substitution
securities57) and the MOC may also request for Trading Halts when concerned
security's closing price rises for 3consecutive days.

Investment-Alert warnings or Investment-Riskwarningswill be liftedwhen concerned
security does not fall under any of short termormid-to-long termprice criteriawithin
10 days from its designation.

(6) Program Trading Quotations

A aÉÑáåáíáçåë

ProgramTrading generally refers to a computer-driven tradingmethod. Having diverse
investment strategies programmed to a computer system, it will assess real-timemarket
data and spot just the right market condition to instruct series of orders to be routed
automatically. These technical methods enable investors to make fast and accurate
(minimizing human errors) transactions to meet the intended investment strategies.

For transparent market operation purposes, KRX defines Program Trading as
following type of investment strategies (§16 KOSPI / §2 KOSDAQ)

i. Index Arbitrage Trading is defined as a set of trading activity which includes
buying (or selling) basket of constituent stocks in KOSPI 200 index (KOSTAR
index in case of KOSDAQ Market, hereinafter the same in this section) and
selling58) (or buying) KOSPI 200 index futures (including synthetic futures59),

56) Article 4-30 of 'Regulation on Financial Investment Business'
57) See II-4-(3) for description of 'Substitution Securities'
58) According to the Regulation, set of buying and selling in this case does not have to be in
simultaneous matter to be categorized as Program Trading.

59) For the purpose of Program Trading regulation, selling Synthetic Futures means collaboration
of selling call option and buying put option and buying Synthetic Futures means collaboration
of buying call option and selling put option.
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hereinafter same for the purpose of program trading regulation) or options for the
purpose of gaining profits by taking advantage of instant price discrepancy
between KOSPI 200 constituent stocks and KOSPI 200 futures or options
contracts.

ii. Non-ArbitrageTrading is defined as either buyingor selling basket of 15ormore
constituent stocks in KOSPI index (basket of 10 or more constituent stocks in
KOSTARindex in case ofKOSDAQMarket) at the same timeby the same investor.

B _~ÅâÖêçìåÇë íç mêçÖê~ã qê~ÇáåÖ oÉÖìä~íáçåë

Due to its basic natureof tradingbehavior basedon technical and systematical investment
strategies, there are concerns that Program Trading may intensify market instability in
times of high volatility. For instance, market will be vulnerable to sudden price
fluctuations whenmassive sell or buy orders are placed at the same time by the trading
programswhichanticipate similarmarket conditions. In this highly instable environment,
Market is unlikely to function well for efficient price discovery of listed securities.

Furthermore, when there are large quantities of arbitrage positions open (unsettled) till
the last trading day of relevant futures & options contracts, Market is likely to
experience high volatility led by pressure to offset those open positions on the last
trading day60).

Therefore, ProgramTrading needs to bemore transparent and regulated appropriately
to minimize any negative impacts such as sudden price fluctuations.

C aáëÅäçëìêÉ çÑ mêçÖê~ã qê~ÇáåÖ nìçí~íáçåë (§130 ER KOSPI / §15 ER KOSDAQ)

(Flagging)

To increase the transparency of ProgramTrading in themarket,Members are required
to tag all program quotations (classified into Arbitrage Trading and Non-Arbitrage
Trading) before routing them to the Exchange. Aggregated Program Trading
information will be disclosed to the public.

(Position Disclosure)

In addition, to providemore transparency on program trading status in themarket, the

60) Especially because KRX Derivative market is one of the most heavily traded market in the world
(according to the statistics from FIA, Futures Industry Association).
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Exchange discloses aggregation data for daily Index-Arbitrage Trading balance (open
positions). For this purpose, Members are required to report Index-Arbitrage Trading
balance to the Exchange by 17:00 every day.

(Pre-disclosure on Derivatives Expiration dates)

Anymarket participants who intend to place (or make amendment to existing orders)
ProgramTrading orders during "last 10minute call-auction session on the days when
KOSPI200 Futures or Options expire" (hereinafter "the Expiration Session") are
required to pre-disclose the planned orders to the Exchange by no later than 14:45
(which is 5 minutes prior to the commencement of 'the expiration session'). This
reporting regime (a.k.a 'Sunshine Rule') is established to prevent potential
manipulation of settlement prices for relevant derivatives product and to let investors
be aware of potential volatility.

(Post-disclosure on Derivatives Expiration dates)

During the Expiration Session, when there is significant imbalance between
pre-disclosed Programbuy orders andProgramsell orders, market participantswill be
able to place opposite side (smaller value side) Program-Trading orders without
pre-disclosure. These opposite side Program-Trading orders shall be disclosed by
16:00 of the same day.

'Imbalance' will be triggered (and announced by KRX immediately) when nominal
value* of Programsell (or buy) orders exceeds the nominal value of Programbuy (sell)
orders by 75%*andwhen the gap between nominal values (buy orders and sell orders)
is greater than 500 billion KRW* (in case ofKOSDAQMarket, triggering level shall be
75%and 5 billion KRW). For thismatter, following calculationmethodwill be applied;

i. Nominal value : quantity of pre-disclosed ProgramTrading ordersmultiplied by
corresponding share prices at 14:45.

ii. Triggering value (500 billion KRW): greater nominal value (whether it be nominal
value of buy orders or nominal value of sell orders) subtracted by smaller nominal
value.

iii. Triggering ratio (75%): triggering value divided by smaller nominal value.

When the 'imbalance' is triggered by greater buy orders, thenmarket participantsmay
place Programsell orders (and vice versa) during 'the expiration session' evenwithout
the pre-disclosure by 14:45.

These post-disclosure Program Trading orders shall be subject to following price
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limitations;

i. buy orders shall not be placed at prices higher than the last transaction price (last
price published before entering into the closing price call-auction session); and

ii. sell orders shall not be placed at prices lower than the last transaction price.

D qÉãéçê~êó pìëéÉåëáçå çÑ mêçÖê~ã qê~ÇáåÖ lêÇÉêë E~KâK~K DpáÇÉJ`~êDF
(§16 KOSPI §20 ER KOSPI / §13 KOSDAQ §14 ER KOSDAQ)

Side-car, which temporally stops the validity of all ProgramTrading orders, is amarket
action to lessen the impact of ProgramTradingwhen themarket is experiencing severe
price fluctuations.

(TriggeringThreshold) In theKOSPIMarket, side-car is triggeredwhen the price of
KOSPI200 indexFutures61) deviates bymore than 5%from the future's Base-Price for
at least 1 minute.

In theKOSDAQmarket, side-car is triggeredwhen following 2 price conditions lasts
for at least 1 minute;

i. price of KOSTAR index Futures deviates by more than 6% from its Base-Price;
and

ii. value of KOSTAR index deviates by more than 3% from previous day closing
value.

Side-car is triggered only once a day regardless of price increase or price decline.

(Side-car effect)When side-car is triggered due to a price increase, validity of all
program bid orders will be suspended for 5 minutes, and validity of all program ask
orderswill be suspended for 5minuteswhen side-car is triggered due to a price decline.

The side-car will be relievedwhen 5minutes have elapsed from the triggering point or
when it is 40minutes before the regular-sessionmarket closing. In casewhere Circuit
Breaker has been triggered while side-car is in effect, side-car will be relieved when
trading resumes from the Circuit Breaker suspension.

61) This price criteria will be based on most liquid futures contract which is usually the nearest
month contract.
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(7) Short-Selling Regulations

A aÉÑáåáíáçåë ~åÇ oÉÖìä~íáçåë

Short-Selling in themarket simply refers to selling of securities that seller does not own.
Inmost securitiesmarkets, short-selling is regulated to prevent settlement failures and
also to minimize negative impacts (such as intensifying the volatility in times of
extreme market conditions) of abusive short-selling in the market.

In Korea's Securities Markets, the FSCMA(§180) defines Short-Selling as;

i. Asale of listed securities which the seller does not own (naked short-selling); or

ii. A sale of listed securities with an intention to settle through borrowed securities
(covered short-selling).

The FSCMAprohibits naked short-selling but allows covered short-sellingwhich is to
be conducted in accordance with relevant provisions of KRX Business Regulations.
The Act is also clear on sales transactions that do not have the possibility of
settlement-failure so to avoid unnecessary application of short-selling regulations on
normal sales transactions. According to the FSCMA, any sales transactions shall not
be deemed as Short-Selling when

i. Selling of purchased securities (within the purchased quantity) before its
settlement date;

ii. Selling of securities that will be acquired for settlement on the settlement date by
exercising the rights of convertible bonds, exchangeable bonds, bond with
warrants, etc. and

iii. Otherwise cases62) with no possibility of settlement failure on the settlement date.

In addition, if there are concerns onmarket conditions thatmay undermine themarket
stability, KRXmay ban covered short-selling in the market upon approval of FSC.

62) Details of the cases are described under the Enforcement Decree of the ACT.
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oÉÖìä~íçêó cê~ãÉïçêâ çå pÜçêíJpÉääáåÖ

Naked Short-Selling Covered Short-Selling

FSCMA

(§180)

Prohibited.

Does not recognize sales transaction
as a short-sell when the settlement is
ensured (specific cases described in
the Act & its Enforcement Decree)

Allowed.&

Covered Short-selling shall be
conducted in accordance with
procedures stipulated in KRX‘Business
Regulations’

KRX

Business

Regulations

(§17 KOSPI)

(§9-2 KOSDAQ)

Prohibited.

Also describes detailed cases of sales
transactions which shall not be
recognized as short-selling

Double confirmation of short-selling⋅
and borrowed securities

Maintain records for at least 3 yrs⋅
Checking availability of deliverable⋅
stocks on the settlement date

Up-tick rule⋅
Long-sell Confirmation requirements⋅

Disciplinary

Actions

Penalties (sanctions or fines) against Members and investors who have
breached the relevant laws & regulations

B pÜçêíJpÉääáåÖ mêçÅÉÇìêÉë (§17 KOSPI / §9-2 KOSDAQ)

AMember receiving sales order from a customer shall

i. confirm whether it's a short-sell order and whether it's covered with sufficient
quantity of borrowed stocks before routing it to Exchange trading system (such
confirmation shall be in form of document, telephone, e-mail, or any other
electronic communication methods);

ii. keep andmaintain those confirmation information for at least 3 years and provide
such information to the Exchange or regulators upon request; and

iii. reject those short-selling orders which may be in breach of relevant rules &
regulations.

(Long-Sell Confirmation) For those investors who have no intention to make
short-selling in themarket,Membersmaynot conduct double confirmation procedures
on sales orders when following conditions are met;

i. if the Member has received legitimate long-sell confirmation from the customer
that he/she will not make any short-selling trades in the market; and

ii. if theMember has implemented proper screening system to block any short-selling
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orders from that particular customer

(Up-tick Rule) All covered short-selling orders must be placed at a price (at least one
tick) higher than the last transaction price of the securities being sold. As an exception
to this Up-tick Rule, short-selling orders can be placed at the last transaction price if
such price is higher than its previous price. This exception is not appliedwhen opening
price has not been determined orwhen opening price is same as the security's previous
price.

`~ëÉ W bñÅÉéíáçå~ä Å~ëÉ ïÜÉå ëÜçêíJëÉääáåÖ çêÇÉê ã~ó ÄÉ éä~ÅÉÇ ~í íÜÉ ä~ëí íê~åë~Åíáçå éêáÅÉ

Transaction
Prices

①
10,000 ⇒ ②

9,980 ⇒ ③
9,980 ⇒ ④

9,990 ⇒ ⑤
9,990

- × × ○ ○

Market participants may place short-selling orders at 9,990☞ KRW immediately
after the effective transactions of or④ ⑤

In addition, Up-tick Rule will be exempt on following cases

- Short-selling for the purpose of Index Arbirtage Trading;

- Short-selling of stocks for the purpose of Arbirtage Trading between stocks and
relevant futures & options product;

- Short-selling of ETFs;

- Short-selling of stocks for the purpose ofArbitrageTrading between basket of stocks
and ETFs;

- Short-selling of stocks for the purpose ofArbitrageTrading betweenDRs and stocks;

- Short-selling by registered Liquidity Provider for the purpose of providing liquidity
in stocks;

- Short-selling of stocks by registered ELW Liquidity Provider for the purpose of
hedging its positions;

- Short-selling of stocks by registered ETF Liquidity Provider for the purpose of
hedging its positions; or

- Short-selling of stocks by registeredMarketMaker in theDerivativesMarket for the
purpose of hedging its positions
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* above orders need to be flagged tomake it eligible for uptick rule exemption. Also,
uptick rule is not applied to A-blox, K-blox, and off-hours trading (except for
off-hours call auction session).

C oÉÖìä~íáçåë çå mçëí pÜçêíJpÉääáåÖ (§18-2 KOSPI / §9-4 KOSDAQ)

On the settlement date, Members are required to verify those customers who lack in
settlement balance63) (meaning customer's inventory of securities is less than the
amount of securities needed for the settlement) and receive proof records (including
Securities Borrowing and Lending contracts, etc.) from those customers to confirm
whether he/she has breached the Short-Selling Regulations. Members shall keep and
maintain these records for at least 3 years.

If confirmed that the customer has breached Short-Selling Regulations for 2 days
within 6months period or when transaction amount relevant to the regulation breach
ismore than 1 bil KRW, allMembersmust receive document of proof (SBLcontracts or
Lender's written confirmation) before receiving any short-selling orders from that
particular customer for next 30 days.

(8) Correction of Member's Transaction Errors (§28 KOSPI / §27 KOSDAQ)
When Members make transaction errors during the process of handling customer
orders, then such error shall be corrected to its original intentions upon request.

(Definitions) Under the KRX Business Regulations, Member's Transaction Error is
described as an error occurred by submitting quotations that are different from
customer's original intention (such as wrong securities, quantity, price, or bid/ask
classification). And, because it is a 'TransactionError,' wrongly input quotationswhich
have not been executed or quotations that have never been submitted shall not be
subject to correction by the Exchange.

(MethodofCorrection) In case ofMember's error occurred bywrong inputs on name
of securities, quantity, price, or bid/ask classification, the concerned Member will
assume (transfer) customer's balance (position) to its own proprietary account. In case
ofMember's error occurred bywrongly classifying customer account fromproprietary

63) In this case, Members must collect 100% margin from the customer on every trades for next
90 days. See II-4-(3) for description on 'Special Margin Collection Rule'
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account or vice versa, correction shall be made by transferring the balance to the
originally intended account.

(Procedure of Correction)When transaction error occurs, Members may submit an
application to theExchange for correction (through electronic network) by 15:00 of the
day following the error. Upon receiving of an application, KRX will confirm the
correction and reflect the change in the daily settlement process.

4. Special Cases of Trade Executions

(1) Determination of the first Base-Price of newly listed and
re-listed Securities (§30 ER KOSPI / Annex 1 of ER KOSDAQ)

Security's Base-Price64) is used as basis to setting daily price limitation at KRX
Markets. Thus, it is important to have appropriateBase-Price or otherwise itmay impair
efficiency of price discovery by setting inappropriate price range.

In normal cases, Base-Pricewill be the closing price of previous trading day. However,
when there is no previous trading day or when there is a corporate event to cause
significant impact on Security's price, new Base-Price will be determined by market
participants throughCall Auctionmethod (with quotations received before themarket
open)65). In specific, such Base-Price determination method will be applied to;

i. First trading day of newly listed securities;

ii. Re-listing day after corporate spin-off (applied to both parent company&spin-out
company); and

iii. Re-listing day after capital reduction (also known as share cancellation).

When finding the first Base-Price of above cases, KRX will limit price range for
quotations to be received during Opening Call Auction session (08:00 ~ 09:00). This
measure is to prevent any abnormal price discovery led bymarket abusive quotations
(or orders). In specific, KRXwill set quotation price limits based on reference price of
the security being listed (shown in the table below).

64) See III-1-(8) for description on 'Base-price'
65) See III-2-(2)-A for description on 'Single Price Call Auction Method'
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nìçí~íáçåë éêáÅÉ äáãáíë Ñçê ÇÉíÉêãáåáåÖ åÉï _~ëÉJmêáÅÉ áå íÜÉ ã~êâÉí

* Reference price and Quotation Price Limits will be calculated by KRX and the information will be
disclosed to the public 1 day prior to the listing day. There are event-specific cases where different
Quotation Price Limits will be applied.

Cases Reference price Quotation Price
Limits

New listing of
common stocks

IPO price 90%~200%

New listing of
preferred stocks

IPO price 50%~200%

Re-listing after
corporate spin-off

(Pre spin-off market cap) / (% of company’s divided
NAV)

50%~200%

Re-listing after
capital reduction

Theoretical price reflecting capital reduction ratio 50%~150%

Once the Base-Price has been determined, security in subject will be traded in
accordancewithContinuousAuctionmethodwithin upper and lower price limitations
set from the newly determined Base-Price.

There are exceptions to newly listed securities as following;

i. For a security transferring fromKOSDAQMarket toKOSPIMarket, Base-Price
of first trading day at KOSPI Market will be the final closing price at KOSDAQ
Market (or vice versa).

ii. For Mutual Funds, REITs, and Ship Investment Funds, Base-Price of the first
trading daywill be the IPOprice before listing. In casewhereMutual Fund'smost
recently publishedNAV66) (net asset value) is higher than the IPOprice, then such
NAVper share will be the Base-Price of the security's first trading day.

iii. For ETFs and Beneficiary Certificates, Base-Price of the first trading daywill be
most recently published NAV per share.

66) According to the FSCMA, managers of Mutual Funds, ETFs, and Trust Funds (Beneficiary
Certificates) are required to publish (through KOFIA) per share NAV of its funds on a daily basis.
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(2) Trading of Treasury Stocks

A ^Åèìáëáíáçå çÑ qêÉ~ëìêó píçÅâë áå hçêÉ~

TreasuryStocks refer to stocks held by the company that issued the stock. InKorea, the
Commercial Act limits companies' acquisition of treasury stocks to very exceptional
purposes such as retiring of stocks, merger, transfer of business, exercise of rights,
handling of fractional (odd-lot) shares, and preparing for stock buyback claims.

However, the FSCMA generally allows listed companies to acquire treasury stocks
without having restrictions on acquiring purposes. Nonetheless, the FSCMAregulates
source of purchasing fund and purchasing method to prevent excessive holding of
treasury stocks (§165-2, §165-3).

Through the purchase of treasury stocks, listed companies can reduce outstanding
(free-float) shares and, thus, enhance shareholders' expectation on higher dividend.
Also, companies would acquire treasury stocks to use them as a protection measure
against hostile takeovers or as an employee benefit plan (stock options).

B oÉÖìä~íáçåë çå mìêÅÜ~ëáåÖLp~äÉë çÑ qêÉ~ëìêó píçÅâë

mêáåÅáéäÉë çÑ íÜÉ oÉÖìä~íáçå

· Treasury Stocks shall be purchased only through the Exchange market or by
the means of tender offer. This is to prevent purchasing treasury stocks from
affiliated persons and to ensure participation of common shareholders in this
selling opportunity.

· Funding sources for purchasing of treasury stocks shall be strictly limited to
preclude ineligible companies from taking advantage of this system for
inappropriate purposes.

· Purchasing process shall be transparent under comprehensive reporting and
disclosure regime.

①Currently, therearenolimitationsonpurchasingquantity(i.e. theoretically,alistedcompany
can re-purchase all outstanding shares, provided that it has sufficient funds in source)67).

②FundingSource (§5-11 of Regulation onSecurities Issuance andDisclosure): total

67) Limitation on purchasing quantity of treasury stocks has been abolished on May 25th 1998. Prior
to this deregulation, purchasing of treasury stock was limited to 1/3 of total shares outstanding.
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amount of fund that Company can use for purchasing treasury stocks is limited to;
(maximumdividend amount pursuant to theCommercial Act and based on financial
statement of previous fiscal year) - (aggregated purchase amount of treasury stocks,
including treasury stocks purchased through trust contracts, since the end of
previous fiscal year) + (aggregated sales amount of treasury stocks, including
treasury stocks sold through trust contracts, since the end of previous fiscal year) -
(total dividend amount determined at the general shareholders' meeting)

In case of purchasing treasury stocks for profit retirement purpose, total amount of
the fund is limited to; (Amount of profit available for dividend pursuant to the
Commercial Act and based on financial statement of previous fiscal year) -
(revaluation reserve) - (corporate development reserve) - (corporate rationalization
reserve) - (corporate structure improvement reserve) - (amount of trust contracts for
purchasing treasury stocks)

③PurchasingMethod (§165-2 of the FSCMA): treasury stocks shall be purchased
only through the Exchange market or by the means of tender offer. In addition,
treasury stocks can be purchased indirectly through a trust contract.

④ Purchasing (Sales) procedures:

i. When listed company's BODhas decided on purchasing/sales (including by the
means of trust contracts) of treasury stocks, the company is required tomake the
disclosure on that day andprovide the report on purchasing/sales plan to the FSC
by the day following the decision (§161 of the FSCMA).①

ii. The company shall start the purchasing or sales of treasury stocks on the day
following the disclosure of BODdecisions, but has to complete the purchase or
saleswithin 3months period. (§176-2 of Enforcement Decree of the FSCMA).

iii. When purchasing/sales of treasury stocks have been complete or when
purchasing/sales period has been expired, the company shall provide FSCwith
the report on the results of purchasing/sales of treasury stocks within 5 days.

C mêçÅÉÇìêÉë çÑ qê~ÇáåÖ qêÉ~ëìêó píçÅâë ~í hou píçÅâ j~êâÉíë

Trading of Treasury Stocks in the Exchangemarket needs to be regulated tominimize
the impact onmarket prices and to avoid the possibility of unfair trading such asmisuse
of insider information.
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①Method of Trading Treasury Stocks (§39 KOSPI / §10 KOSDAQ)

i. The listed companymust first open an independent account for trading treasury
stocks throughanyMember firms.Noother securities, except for treasury stocks,
can be traded through this special account. (§79 KOSPI / 35, §36 KOSDAQ)

ii. Such Member, receiving trading orders on treasury stocks, must submit an
Application for TradingTreasuryStocks toKRX1day prior to the planned「 」

trading day and within the period from the market close (15:00) to 18:00.

iii. On the trading day (the day following the submission of the application), new
orders or amendment on existing orders may be submitted to KRX during the
regular-trading session, but new orders or amendment of orders can not be
placed during last 30 minutes of the regular session.

iv. Quotations to trade treasury stock shall be within following price range;

* For securities which had no transactions (no market price) before the submission of quotations
to trade treasury stocks, security's Base-Price shall be construed as "the highest market price of
the day" or "the last transaction price."

Bid Quotations Ask Quotations
Submitted during

08:00~09:00

closing price of previous day ~
+5% of the closing price

closing price of previous day ~

2 ticks less than the closing price

Submitted during
regular trading

session

(09:00~14:30)

∙Ceiling:Max(highest price of the
day, best bid price)

∙ Floor:{Max(the last transaction
price, best bid price)}-10ticks

∙Ceiling:10ticks+Floorprice(below)

∙ Floor:Min(the last transaction
price, best ask price)

v. Cancellation of orders will not be accepted and only Limit Orders will be
received for trading of treasury stocks.

vi. Maximumquantity of treasury stocks that can be traded in a day shall be less than
1% of total number of outstanding shares and higher quantity between;

- 10 % of planned purchasing/sales quantity in the report; and

- 25% of the stock's average daily trading volume in recent 1 month period

②Trading of Treasury Stocks through a Trust Contract
i. In the past, trading of treasury stocks by entering into a trust contract was not
regulated, but since December 1st 2003, same regulations relevant to direct
purchasing/sales of treasury stocks have been applied to the Treasury Stock
Trusts. However, considering the nature of Trusts, daily limitations on trading
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quantity is extended to 1% of total number of shares outstanding.

ii. Also, to prevent frequent purchasing/sales of treasury stocks using trust
contracts, sale of treasury stock is prohibitedwhen 1month period has not been
passed since the purchase (based on final purchasing day) and vice versa to
purchasing of treasury stocks. (§106 of the FSCMA)⑤

③ Trading of Treasury Stocks through Off-Hours Block Trading Facility (§35 KOSPI / §21 KOSDAQ)⑤

i. Sales of treasury stocks can also be conducted through KRX off-hours block
trading facility. However, in this case, price range for trading is limited to 5%
of the day's closing price (for block-trading in pre-hours session, closing price
of the previous day shall be applied).

ii. Purchasing of treasury stocks through KRX off-hours block trading facility is
only allowed for cases where stocks are purchased under the government
instruction/recommendation andFSCapproval. In these cases, sameprice range
as off-hours block trading sessionwill be applied. However, no price range (and
no daily price limitations) shall be applied in cases of purchasing treasury stocks
from the government or from the Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation under
the FSC approval.

iii. Although daily quantity limitation is not applied to trading of treasury stocks
through KRX off-hours block trading facility, requirement on submitting an
application 1 day prior to the trading day does remain the same.

④Exceptions to Trading Treasury Stocks (§40 KOSPI / §11 KOSDAQ)
i. KRXmay impose temporary exceptions for trading treasury stock, upon FSC
approval, when deemednecessary tomaintain orderlymarket operation in times
of extreme market conditions.

ii. When this exception is imposed68), daily purchasing quantity limitationwill be
extended to entire purchasing quantity planned in the report.

68) Previously, this exception was imposed on following cases : from Sep. 21st 2001 to Mar. 20th
2002 (market impacts after the 9/11 terror in the U.S.), and from Oct. 1st 2008 to Mar. 31st
2009 (global financial crisis).
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5. Alternative Trading Methods

(1) Regular-session Block Trading (§31, §32 KOSPI / §19-2 KOSDAQ)

Block trading (including basket trading69), hereinafter the same) is an alternative
trading method provided by the Exchange to execute pair of bid and ask orders on
individual security or basket of securities based on conditions (price, quantity)
negotiated between 2 or more parties.

In response to growing demand on large-lot trading in the market, KRX has
introduced70) Market regular-session block trading to supplement existing off-hours
block trading facility. This new system not only enhances the convenience of market
participants, but also, enables KRX to conduct stable market operation by separating
large-lot orders from normal auction orders.

Block trading request is submitted through internet based 'K-BloX' systemprovided by
KRX. Once such request is accepted by KRX, relevant Members will place
corresponding quotations to KRX systemwhich will then match those block trading
quotations separately from other orders on the order-book.

oÉÖìä~êJëÉëëáçå _äçÅâ qê~ÇáåÖ m~ê~ãÉíÉêë

Eligible
Securities

Equities, DRs, and ETFs⋅
* excluding those securities with no transactions in the regular-session

Trading Hours 09:00 ~ 15:00⋅
Price Range

Within the highest and the lowest transaction prices of the day, established⋅
before placing the order

Order Types ⋅Pair of bid order and ask order with matching conditions (e.g. price and quantity)

Minimum
Order Size

Block trading:⋅
(1) KOSPI Market: at least 500 times the trading unit or nominal value of 100

million KRW.
(2) KOSDAQ Market: nominal value of at least 100 millionKRW
⋅Basket trading: basket of at least 5 securities and nominal value of 1 billion KRW

Execution Price At a price pre-determined by the buyer and the seller⋅
Order Condition Amendment and Cancellation of orders are allowed⋅
Trading Unit 1 share⋅
Member
Condition

At least one side of either bid or ask quotations must be placed through a⋅
single member

69) KOSDAQ Market does not offer Basket Trading Facility
70) Introduced in Mar. 2005 for the KOSPI Market, and in Apr. 2006 for the KOSDAQ
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hJ_äçñ

- K-Blox is an internet based network system that provides functions such as
counter-party searching, trade negotiations, and trade application which are
necessary for conducting block/basket trading in the market. It runs from
07:00 to 19:00 and it is accessible by Members with given ID and password.

- K-Blox accommodates following types of trade;

(1) Crossing : single Member submits both bid and ask quotations on behalf of
its customers

(2) Counterparty Trade : Members on each side of the trade submit
applications by designating the counterparty (Member) and entering in
pre-determined trade conditions

(3) Open Trade : A Member (or its customer) may search for counterparties by
exposing its trading intentions (issue, price, quantity) on the board. Further
negotiations on the conditions shall be made with potential counterparties
who have shown interest in the trade

(2) Off-hours Trading
KRX runs off-hours trading session to provide investors with extra trading
opportunities even before and after the regular session. This off-hours session is
divided into closing price trading session, block/basket trading session, and periodic
call auction session. Please note that basket trading facility is only available forKOSPI
Market.

qê~ÇáåÖ eçìêë çÑ lÑÑJÜçìêë pÉëëáçåë

Trading Hours Quotation
Receiving Hours Trading Method

Pre-hours
Session

07:30~08:30 07:30~08:30 closing price trading

07:30~09:00 07:30~09:00 block trading; basket trading

After-hours
Session

15:10~15:30 15:00~15:30 closing price trading

15:30~18:00 15:30~18:00 Periodic call auction

15:10~18:00 15:00~18:00 block trading; basket trading
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A lÑÑJÜçìêë `äçëáåÖ mêáÅÉ qê~ÇáåÖ (§34 KOSPI / §20 KOSDAQ)

In this session, securities are traded at closing price of the regular session. KRXwill
execute, based on principle of time priority, matching quantity of those bid/ask
quotations (received during this session) at closing price of the respective security.

lÑÑJÜçìêë `äçëáåÖ mêáÅÉ qê~ÇáåÖ m~ê~ãÉíÉêë

Eligible Securities
Equities, DRs, and ETFs⋅
* excluding those securities with no transactions in the regular-session

Execution Price
Closing price of the day (closing price of previous day in case of⋅
pre-hours session)

Execution Method Bid and ask quotations are matched according to the time priority⋅
Order Conditions Cancellation of orders are allowed⋅
Trading Unit 1 share⋅

B lÑÑJÜçìêë mÉêáçÇáÅ `~ää ^ìÅíáçå qê~ÇáåÖ (§34-2 KOSPI / §21-2 KOSDAQ)

In this session, KRX receives quotations and executes them through call auction
method at every 30-minutes interval point. It was introduced on May 30th 2005 to
accommodate the functions of ECN market which was closed down due to lack of
liquidity.

lÑÑJÜçìêë mÉêáçÇáÅ `~ää ^ìÅíáçå qê~ÇáåÖ m~ê~ãÉíÉêë

Eligible Securities
Equities, DRs, and ETFs⋅
* excluding those securities with no transactions in the regular-session

Price Range Within ±5% of closing price and within Daily Price Limitations⋅

Execution
Method

Call auction at every 30-minutes interval point with quotations received⋅
from 15:30 to 18:00 (total of 5 executions)

Order Conditions Amendment and Cancellation of orders are allowed⋅

Trading Unit 1 share⋅
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C lÑÑJÜçìêë _äçÅâL_~ëâÉí qê~ÇáåÖ (§35~36 KOSPI / §21 KOSDAQ)

Block/basket trading facility is also available during off-hours session. Tradingmethod
is same as that of regular session block/basket trading except for trading hours and the
price range.

lÑÑJÜçìêë _äçÅâLÄ~ëâÉí qê~ÇáåÖ m~ê~ãÉíÉêë

Eligible Securities
Equities, DRs, and ETFs⋅
* excluding those securities with no transactions in the regular-session

Trading Hours 15:10 ~ 18:00 and 07:30 ~ 09:00⋅
Price Range Within daily price limitations⋅

Order Types
Pair of bid order and ask order with matching conditions (e.g. price and⋅
quantity)

Minimum Order
Size

Block trading:⋅
(1) KOSPI Market: at least 500 times the trading unit or nominal value of

100 million KRW.

(2) KOSDAQ Market: nominal value of at least 100 millionKRW
⋅Basket trading: basket of at least 5 issues and nominal value of 1 billion KRW

Execution Price At a price pre-determined by the buyer and the seller⋅
Order Condition Amendment and Cancellation of orders are allowed⋅
Trading Unit 1 share⋅
Member
Condition

At least one side of either bid or ask quotations must be placed through⋅
a single member

(3) A-Blox Trading
On 29th November 2010, KRX launched new type of block trading facility called
'Auction-based Block Trading' (hereinafter "A-Blox")' for both KOSPI &KOSDAQ
Markets. This new facility is intended to accommodate large lot trading orders by
offering key functions such as anonymous liquidity pool and VWAP transaction
mechanism.

'A-Blox' orders will be handled separately from regular Auction and Block-Trading
(K-Blox) pool. These 'A-Blox' orderswill only bematched amongst each otherwithout
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orders being displayed to the public. Orders will be matched on a continuous basis
under the time priority principle and tradeswill be settled at the day'sVolumeWeighted
Average Price (VWAP). Details of A-Blox functions are shown in the table below.

^J_äçñ qê~ÇáåÖ m~ê~ãÉíÉêë

Eligible Securities
Equities, DRs, and ETFs⋅
* excluding Administrative Issues and Liquidation Issues

Trading Hours 07:30 ~ 08:30 and 09:00 ~ 14:30⋅
Order

Placements
place an A-Blox order with indication on the security, buy/sell, and⋅
quantity (and not the price)

Trade Execution trades will be executed immediately when there are both buy order and⋅
sell order on the security

Transaction Price

⋅All-day VWAP will be applied to transactions occurred at off-hour session and
match-point VWAP will be applied to transactions occurred at regular session.
(1) All-day VWAP = (total transaction value of the regular session) / (total

trading volume of the regular session)
(2) Match-point VWAP = (total transaction value from the execution time

till the market close) / (total trading volume from the execution time
till the market close)

Display

A-Blox quotations will not be displayed during trading hours yet presence⋅
of A-Blox quotations will be displayed.
Trade execution information will only be provided to the respective buyer⋅
and the seller
A-Blox trading volume on each security issues will be disclosed after the⋅
day’s market close.

Minimum Order
Size

KOSPI: nominal value of 500 million⋅ KRW

KOSDAQ: nominal value of 200 million⋅ KRW

Trading Unit
KOSPI: 100 shares⋅
KOSDAQ: 1 share⋅

Validity of Orders orders placed at off-hours session will not be valid in regular session and⋅
vice versa

6. Liquidity Providers

(1) Basic Concept
Liquidity Providers (hereinafter "LPs") have obligation to place bid and ask quotations
to increase the liquidity in certain securities. In most cases, securities with lack of
liquidity experience unstable price discovery and incur higher transaction cost and
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higher risk for investors. Therefore, KRX introduced LP system71) to provide
additional trading activity on those low-liquidity securities.

When aMember firm enters into an LPAgreement with a listed companywho's「 」
shares are experiencing lack of liquidity, theMemberwill be obliged to place liquidity
providing quotations on the security and, in return, the listed companywill compensate
the Member for providing such services.

im píêìÅíìêÉ

(2) Rules and Regulations on LPs (§20-2 ~ §20-6 KOSPI / §12-2 ~ §12-6 KOSDAQ)

A nì~äáÑáÅ~íáçåë çÑ íÜÉ im

To be qualified for the LP, securities company need;

i. tohaveKRXClearingMembershipanda license for InvestmentTradingBusiness72);

ii. to appoint a person (staff) responsible for the LP service; and

iii. to have passed at least 1 year since its effect when;

- it received the lowest grade for last 3 consecutive times in quarterly LP
performance assessment; or

- it was imposed of significant sanctions (such as business suspension or criminal
penalty) for breaching relevant laws or regulations.

B lÄäáÖ~íáçåë çÑ íÜÉ im

LPs are obliged to pursue required services under respectiveLPAgreements. And these
service conditions shall be determined by theLPand the issuing companyprovided that
the Agreement includes following conditions at minimum.

71) Introduced in Jan. 2006 for KOSPI Market and in Jan. 2008 for KOSDAQ Market. LP services
are available for ETFs and ELWs as well.

72) According to the FSCMA, 'Investment Trading Business' refers to proprietary trading capability
thus it is different from 'Investment Brokerage Business.'
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i. LPquotation obligation:When the best bid and best ask spread exceeds specified
percentage level stipulated in theAgreement (within 3%in theKOSPIMarket and
within 2% in the KOSDAQMarket), LP is obliged to submit, within 5 minutes,
both bid and ask quotations that can reduce the spread to the specified level.

ii. Minimum Size: LP quotations shall be at least 5 times the trading unit (10 times
in case of KOSDAQMarket).

LPs shall be exempted from above obligations when;

-Best bid/askspread is less than the specifiedpercentage level stipulated in theAgreement;
- there is no available tick size that can reduce the current spread;
- quotation receiving hours for call auction is in effect and it is within 5minutes after
the end of that quotation receiving hours;
- specified in the Agreement that LP's obligation will be exempt when LP's trading
volume exceeds certain level;
- specified in theAgreement that LPwill be exempt frombid quotation obligationwhen
LP's holding position of the company's shares exceeds certain level; or
- specified in theAgreement that LPwill be exempt fromask quotation obligationwhen
LP's inventory of shares are less than minimum quotation size.

C jÉíÜçÇ çÑ mä~ÅáåÖ im nìçí~íáçåë

LP quotations shall be submitted only through independent LP account. When LP's
obligation comes into effect, such LPmust place either bid or ask quotations and then
immediately place the counter side quotation. Following price limits and quantity
limits will be applied to LP quotations;

mêáÅÉ iáãáíë ~åÇ nì~åíáíó iáãáíë çÑ im nìçí~íáçåë

* spread ratio refer to LP quotation obligation ratio stipulated in the LPAgreement
** LPcan not place a quotation at counter side best quotation price if there are any other LPquotations
at counter side best quotation price.

For Bid Quotation For Ask Quotation

Price
Limits

Ceiling Best Ask Quotation Price** Max {(best bid price ×(1+spread ratio)),
best ask price}

Floor Min {(best ask price ×
(1-spread ratio*)), best bid price} Best Bid Quotation Price**

Quantity
Limits

In Principle
Minimum size determined under LP Agreement, which shall be greater than;
KOSPI: 5 × Trading Unit⋅
KOSDAQ: 10 × Trading Unit⋅

Exceptions
When submitting at the counter side best quotation price, quotation size
shall be greater than the minimum size and less than quantity of counter
side best quotations
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KRXmade the rule change onMay30th 2011 to allowLPs tomake transactions against
existing quotations. PreviouslyLPquotation pricewas limited to 1 tick higher (or less)
than counter side best quotation to limit LP's transaction against existing quotations.

`~ëÉW im éä~ÅÉë ^ëâ nìçí~íáçå Ñáêëí

* assuming minimum spread ratio of 3%
Ask Price Bid Ask Price Bid

10,450 10,450

100 10,400 100 10,400

10,350 (LP Quotation) 10,350

10,300 10,300

10,250 10,250

10,200 50 10,200

10,150 ⇒ 10,150

10,100 10,100

10,050 10,050

10,000 100 10,000 100

~ ~

9,900 9,900

Best ask quotation is at 10,400☞ KRW

and best bid quotation is at
10,000KRW, thus the spread ratio
exceeds 3% and LP's obligation
comes into effect.

LP can place the first ask quotation☞
at any prices ranging from 10,400KRW
(the best ask price) to 10,000KRW

If LP places an ask quotation at 10,200☞ KRW,
counter (bid) quotation shall be placed at
any prices ranging from 10,150KRW (LP's ask
quotation - 1 tick) to 9,900KRW (within 3%
range of the best ask price)

D pìéÉêîáëáçå çå imë

KRXconducts regularmonitoring of LPactivities to ensure fair trading practices in the
market.

KRX also conducts quarterly performance assessment of LPs on aspects such as
contribution to spread improvement, fulfillment of LP obligations, and timely
placement of LPquotations. Those LPs givenwith the lowest grade for 3 consecutive
quarters shall be suspended from LP business for at least 1 year.

When entering into a new LP Agreement or when having important changes to the
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Agreement, the LP shall inform such matters to KRXwithin 3 days. Changes in staff
responsible for LP services or changes in exemptions to LP obligations shall be also
notified to KRX.

aáÑÑÉêÉåí `çåÇáíáçåë ^ééäáÉÇ íç bqc ~åÇ bit imë

In case of ETF LPs;

- LP qualification : an Authorized Participant which has KRX Clearing
Membership and a license for Investment Trading Business.

- Minimum spread ratio : 2% for ETFs tracking domestic index and 5% for
ETFs tracking overseas index (in KOSDAQ Market, minimum spread ratio
shall be within 10 times the tick size).

- Minimum LP quotation size : for KOSPI Market, 100 times the trading unit;
and for KOSDAQ Market, 1,000 times the trading unit.

In case of ELW LPs;

- LP qualification : a securities company which has KRX Clearing Membership
and a license for Investment Trading Business on securities & OTC
derivatives.

-Minimum spread ratio : within the percentage level reported by the issuer.

- Minimum LP quotation size : for ask quotations, 10 times the trading unit;
and for bid quotations, 10 times the trading unit with minimum value of
5,000KRW
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1. Concept of Clearing and Settlement

(1) Introduction
Every trade in securitiesmarkets will be officially completewhen settlements between
investors and respective securities companies (Clearing Members) and settlements
betweenExchange and its clearingmembers are complete. Since very large number of
participants trade financial securities continuously and repetitively in securities
markets, it is important to ensure reliability and efficiency of daily settlement process.
On this background, KRXadopts diverse systems and infrastructures to provide robust
clearing & settlement functions.

In basic, KRX listed securities are settled onT+2 (2 business days after the trading day)
whileGovernment Bonds are settled on T+1 andRetail Bonds&REPOBonds on the
trading day (T).

(2) Clearing

A `çåÅÉéí

Clearing refers to series of processes that Central Counter Party (CCP), which assumes
rights and liabilities of Clearing Members to become legal counter parties to both
sellers and buyers (clearing members) in the market, performs to confirm daily
settlement obligations. CCPwill minimize the settlement obligations through netting
process and guarantee the necessary payment/delivery until it's complete.

Accordingly, if any clearing member fails to settle a trade, CCP would conduct
settlement failure process (such as making necessary actions on concerned clearing
member or use of guarantee funds) in accordance with relevant laws and regulations.
Therefore, CCP functions to enhance efficiency and reliability of settlement process.
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pÉííäÉãÉåí ïáíÜçìí íÜÉ ``m ÇáêÉÅí ëÉííäÉãÉåí ÄÉíïÉÉå ÅäÉ~êáåÖ ãÉãÄÉê

pÉííäÉãÉåí ïáíÜ íÜÉ ``m áåÇáêÉÅí ëÉííäÉãÉåí ÄÉíïÉÉå ÅäÉ~êáåÖ ãÉãÄÉêë

B ``m áå hçêÉ~å pÉÅìêáíáÉë j~êâÉíë

According to the FSCMA(§378), KRX, as a clearing institution in Korean Securities
Markets, shall perform transaction confirmation, assuming of member's settlement
liabilities, netting of settlement obligations, confirmation of settlement obligations
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(payment amounts and deliverable securities), guaranteeing of settlements, handling
of settlement failures, and instruction of settlement obligations.

In addition, the FSCMAstates that, in order forKRX to perform the role of CCP,KRX
shall;

i. specify the methods and other matters relevant to settlement process on its
Business Regulations (§393);

ii. require clearing members to contribute in Joint Compensation Fund73) (§394);

iii. appropriateMembers' margin and fiduciary deposits to cover liabilities in cases of
settlement failures (§397);

iv. be responsible for covering the losses incurred by member's settlement failures
(§399); and

v. have priority over other creditors of the claims onMember's assetswhen covering
the losses incurred by the Member's settlement failures (§400)

KRX assumes Member's settlement liabilities according to KRX Membership
Regulations (§21), KOSPIMarket Business Regulations (§73), andKOSDAQMarket
Business Regulations (§29).

(3) Settlement
Settlement, which is the final process of a transaction, refers to cash payments and
delivery of securities between CCP and Clearing Members based on settlement
obligations confirmed through the clearing process.

In KRX Markets, delivery of securities is carried out by the method of book-entry
transfer at KSD (Korean Securities Depository) and cash payments are carried out
through settlement banks (Bank of Korea or commercial banks designated by KRX).

(4) Benefits of clearing & settlement through CCP
Minimizing counterparty settlement risk : CCP guarantees the settlement and
minimizes total settlement amounts through netting process.

73) The Fund is used to compensate losses incurred by covering settlement failure of members.
Current size of the fund is 200 billionKRW which is contributed by Clearing Members' on pro
rata basis. Each member's level of contribution is determined at the end of every quarter based
on member's market share.
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Facilitating reliable transactions : CCP ensures anonymity of market participants
and enables them to make direct transactions against reliable counter-party.

Minimizing systemic risk : whenMember's settlement failure occurs, CCPprevents
further settlement delays and failures by immediately supplying necessary liquidity in
the market. Korea's Bankruptcy ACT also ensures CCP's priority on liability claims
when KRX clearing member goes bankrupt.

EnhancingMember's credit : Members may take advantage of '0' counterparty risk
in the Derivatives Market.

2. Clearing & Settlement Process

①Confirmation of Transactions (§72-2 KOSPI / §28-2 KOSDAQ)

After the execution of any trade,KRXconfirms the condition of transaction through
its electronic trading system (Locked-in Trade). In this process, KRX separates
KSFC financed transactions74) fromother transactions and reflects changesmade
by correction of trading errors.

②Assuming Settlement Liabilities (§21 Membership Regulations / §73 KOSPI / §29 KOSDAQ)

Based on confirmed transactions, KRX assumes all clearingmember's settlement
liabilities and, thus, all clearingmemberswill only have the liabilities toKRXand
not toother clearing members.

Non-clearing member's settlement shall be carried out by the designated clearing
member who has entered into a Settlement Entrustment Agreement pursuant「 」
to KRXMembership Regulation(§22). In this case, the clearing member and the
non-clearing member will mutually assume each other's rights and liabilities
relevant to the settlement.

③Netting and Determination of Settlement Payments/Deliveries (§74 KOSPI / §30
KOSDAQ).

Amount of securities to be delivered for settlement is determined by netting
(between number of shares sold and number of shares purchased) per security and

74) KSFC financed transactions refer to trades that are to be settled by financial loans provided
by Korea Securities Finance Corporation (KSFC) in accordance with article 326 of the FSCMA.
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per ClearingMember. Payment amount is determined by netting purchasing value
and sales value per Clearing Member.

It should be noted that settlement payment is determined by netting concerned
Member's total sales value and total purchasing value of both KOSPI Market and
KOSDAQMarket.

④Notification of Settlement Obligations (§75 KOSPI / §31 KOSDAQ)

KRXnotifies the final settlement obligations (deliverable payments/positions and
receivable payments/positions) to relevant Clearing Members and KSD.

⑤ Fulfillment of Settlements (§75-2 KOSPI / §31-2 KOSDAQ)

Clearing Members shall make required payments for purchased securities and
required delivery of sold securities to KRX at any time during 09:00~16:0075).

Once all payments are received, KRXwill make its payment of cash and delivery
of purchased securities to clearing members who have receivable
payments/positions (Delivery vs. Payment).

This settlement process is performed through book-entry transfer between KRX
Settlement Accounts and Clearing Members' settlement accounts. Securities
Settlement Account (for transfer of securities) and Cash Settlement Account(for
cash payments) are established by KSD on behalf of KRX. Although these
Settlement Accounts are operated by KSD, KRX is the legal beneficiary to these
Accounts and thus any transfer of securities and cash through these settlement
accounts will have the same legal validity as if transferring them through KRX
accounts. These settlement accounts are established for settlement purposes only.

⑥Monitoring of Settlement Status (§75-5 KOSPI / §31-5 KOSDAQ)

KRXmonitors status of settlement process from 09:00 till the completion of the
settlement by receiving necessary information76) from KSD through electronic
network. This is to find any settlement risks in the market and to take appropriate
actions if necessary.

75) This new rule will be effective on July 25th 2011. Previously, Members' settlement transaction
with KRX started at 15:00.

76) Information regarding Members' settled/unsettled amount, time of payments/deliveries, and etc.
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`äÉ~êáåÖ C pÉííäÉãÉåí mêçÅÉÇìêÉë áå hou j~êâÉíë
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3. Risk Management

①Monitoring of Settlement Risk (§75-3 KOSPI / §31-3 KOSDAQ)

KRX may request Clearing Members to provide status information(including
reasons) on settlement amounts and settlement securities when there are
possibilities of settlement failures.

② Supply of Liquidity to Guarantee Settlements (§75-4 KOSPI / §31-4 KOSDAQ)

When settlement failure (meaning Clearing Member fails to deposit required
settlement amount or deliver required securities) occurs by the deadline, KRX
immediately supplies the necessary liquidity in the market to allow all Clearing
Members to receive anticipated settlement amount. Available financial resources
for the supply of liquidity include Settlement Reserve77), Bank Credit Line, Joint
Compensation Fund, Fiduciary Member Deposits, and any other financial
resources that the Exchange deems necessary.

③ Indemnification of Losses incurred by Settlement Delays (§75-9 KOSPI / §31-9
KOSDAQ)

When a Clearing Member fails to fulfill its settlement obligations on time, KRX
may impose indemnification claims against theMember for the losses incurred by
such settlement delays.

The loss shall be calculated bymultiplying the loss ratio78) to the amount of unpaid
settlement payments.

④Use of Settlement Delivery Bills (§75-7 KOSPI / §31-7 KOSDAQ)

When aClearingMember is unable to deliver settlement securities by the deadline
due to certain conditions, theMembermay issue Settlement DeliveryBills through
KSD as a substitution for its settlement obligations.

Upon being notified from KSD of clearing member's application for issuance of
Settlement Delivery Bill, KRX shall provide 'Guarantee of Securities Delivery'
(taking into account of the ClearingMember's expected delivery date) and obtain

77) KRX reserves part of its cash account to use it as settlement liquidity in case of settlement
failures. Currently, total settlement reserve is 100 billionKRW.

78) For settlement on Stocks, the loss ratio shall be 2/10,000.
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a consent on accepting Securities Delivery Bill from the recipient Clearing
Member. KRX shall notify KSD of such matters.

Settlement Delivery Bill is issued byKSDon behalf of KRX and exchange of the
Bill for settlement betweenKSDand concernedClearingMember shall have same
legal validity as exchanging the Bill between KRX and concerned Clearing
Member.

⑤Exceptions in Securities Settlement (§75-8 KOSPI / §31-8 KOSDAQ)

When it is deemed that settlement can not be carried out due to difficult market
conditions, KRXmay conduct settlement with cash or other securities issues based
on consent from the recipient Clearing Member.

4. Handling of Settlement Failures

① Actions to be taken in case of Settlement Failures (§76 KOSPI / §32 KOSDAQ)

In casewhen aClearingMember fails to fulfill its settlement obligation orwhen there
is recognized possibility of such non-fulfillment, KRXmay take following actions for
certain period (or until the cause of such settlement failure has been resolved)

i. suspend the Clearing Member from trading in the market (whole or in part);

ii. suspend the delivery of securities or the payments to concerned Member;

iii. not assume settlement liabilities from that particular Clearing Member; and etc.

Recognized possibility of non-fulfillment, in above paragraph, shall refer to following
cases;

i. when the Member files for suspension of payment or corporate work-out planl;

ii. when Promissory Notes or Credit Checks issued by the Member are dishonored
(bankrupted);

iii. when the Member's banking transaction has been suspended or halted;

iv. when the Member's business has been suspended by FSC;

v. in case of a foreign branch office located in Korea, when theMember's overseas
head-office comes under or comes close to any above-mentioned cases;
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vi. when there is large-scaled financial accident, sudden contraction of market
liquidity, or excessive use of Settlement Delivery Bill; and etc.

②Clearing with Receivable Cash & Securities (§76 KOSPI / §32 KOSDAQ)

In case where a ClearingMember is suspended from receiving settlement cash or
securities from KRX, such locked-in cash or securities shall be used to recover
liability claims from that Member or to set off against payable amount from that
Member. Also, KRX may sell those locked-in securities to cash-in or to buy-in
securities for settlement purposes.

③Recovery of Losses incurred by Settlement Failures (§25 of Membership Regulation)

KRX shall recover losses incurred from Member's settlement failures by using
concernedMember's fiduciary membership deposits, margin deposits, receivable
settlement cash or securities, and part of Joint Compensation Fund contributed by
the Member.

When all losses can not be covered by the concernedMember's assets, KRXwill
use Joint Compensation Fund contributed by other Members. In this case, other
Members' contributions to cover the loss shall be distributed on pro rata79) basis.

When all losses can not be covered by the Joint CompensationFund, KRXshall use
its own assets such as the Settlement Reserve.

④ Indemnification ofLosses incurredbySettlement Failures (§399, §400 of the FSCMA)

KRXshall compensate the losses incurred fromanyMember's settlement failures.
In turn, KRX shall be entitled to the right of indemnification against the Member
who has caused the settlement failures for compensated amount and all expenses
incurred there of.

KRX and other Members' have indemnification priority over other creditors on
assets of the Member who has incurred the losses.

⑤Report to FSC (§363 of the FSCMA)

When settlement failure occurs, KRX shall notify FSC of such matters.

79) Based on proportion of Member's contribution to the Joint Compensation Fund.
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⑥Dispatch of KRXEmployees (§76 KOSPI / §32 KOSDAQ)

If deemed necessary, KRX may assist the Member's settlement process by
dispatching its employee to the premise of concerned clearing member.

⑦Lifting of Suspensions on Settlement Failures (§76-2 KOSPI / §32-2 KOSDAQ)

In case where KRXhas not decided on the terms of settlement suspension against
theMember, theMembermay request to lift the suspensionwhen the causes of such
settlement failure have been resolved.
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Introduction to Trading at KRX Stock Markets

Published by KRX in July 2011

Disclaimer : This English version of "Introduction to Trading at KRXStockMarkets"
shall be used for reference purposes only. This is not an official guideline to original
Korean version of the rules and regulations as well as laws which are relevant to
trading in KRX markets. Certain descriptions of rules, regulation, and laws in this
document may have been edited to accommodate differences in writing style and
expression betweenEnglish andKorean. In caseswhere any differences occur between
this English explanation and the original (Korean) rules, regulation, and laws, the
original rules, regulation, and laws shall prevail. Korea Exchange shall accept no
responsibility or liability for damage or loss caused by any error, inaccuracy, or
misunderstanding with regard to this material.


